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SUMMARY 

We consider the problem of robustness, in particular that of 

robust stability. Such a problem is amenable to analysis by frequency 

domain techniques, and also using state space methods. Using some 

recent state space theory yielding the exact radius of the ball around 

a nominally stable system within which all additive perturbations retain 

stability, we show how control action may be implemented to increase the 

radius of this ball. 

We present further some material on how destabilizinn perturbations 

nay be constructed from solutions of Riccati equations, and ho, the above 

mentioned radii may be found with respect to an alternative norm to the 

one used above. Finally we give some remarks on the use of L; vapunov 

functions for systems. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 

There has recently been much work published in the control 

literature concerned with the problem of measuring system "robustness" 

(Doyle, Stein, Zames, Athans, Owens et al). Of the many performance 

criteria for a system, two in particular have received much attention - 

namely how robust the system is in withstanding disturbances and, 

secondly, how robust is the stability of the system. Typically the 

approach by authors has been to analyse these problems using frequency 

domain techniques -a large percentage of the control literature is 

devoted to the various characterizations that have arisen. The volume 

of literature on this topic is so large that to present a complete view 

of the various schemes that have arisen would be an extremely long task 

especially as the material is still increasing at a very large rate. We 

thus, in Chapter 1, give some idea of the progress that has been made in 

this direction, and outline the now famous H00-approach to design. 

In this thesis we, however, emphasize a different viewpoint to that 

given above in that we analyse the question of robustness of the stability 

of a system in a finite-dimensional state space framework, concentrating 

especially on the concepts of real and complex stability radii that have 

recently been introduced - to this end we give an overview of the various 

definitions and results that concern these in Chapter 2. The question 

of robust stability in the state space is not new and papers have appeared 

on this subject for a number of years. 
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A problem of equal importance to the one of measuring system 

robustness is that of choosing assignable system parameters in order 

to render the overall system more robust - normally this is to be 

achieved by the choice of some feedback operator F in the system as 

is illustrated in the HW-design approach outlined in Chapter 1. In 

Chapter 3 we show how one of the measures of robustness defined in 

Chapter 2 may be enhanced using state feedback - thus showing that 

robustness improvement may be achieved also in the state space formulation. 

In general the idea of using some form of feedback to enhance the properties 

of the system is by no means new, thus the importance of having a "robust" 

system leads naturally to the use of feedback in improving that robustness, 

possibly ahead of other design considerations. 

In Chapter 4 we make some further remarks concerning the concepts 

of stability radii introduced in Chapter 2 and their relation to symmetric 

and nonsymmetric solutions of an algebraic Riccati equation. Furthermore, 

bearing in mind that the concepts of Chapter 2 are introduced with respect 

to a particular norm on the space of matrices, we show how these stability 

radii may be calculated when an alternative norm is used. Of course, all 

norms on finite-dimensional vector spaces are equivalent however the choice 

of the particular norm used might be important in practice. As a final 

topic in this chapter we make some remarks on Lyapunov functions for 

asymptotic stability and for boundedness of solutions. 

Finally, in Chapter 5 we give some conclusions to the foregoing 

work . 
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1. FREQUENCY DOMAIN ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Numerous papers have appeared addressing the robustness issue 

using frequency domain techniques - [11, [21, [41, [51, [121, [161, 

[221, [231 are but just a few of these. The classical means by which 

robustness of system stability was characterized in the single-input/ 

single-output case were the concepts of gain and phase margin. So for 

the "unity negative feedback" system given by figure 1 with plant G(s), 

multiplicative uncertainty L(s) (whose nominal value is L(s) =1) 

U :r 1L! G 

Figure 1 

the positive phase margin is the smallest 0>0 such that the system 

of figure 1 with L(iw) = e'O is just unstable. The upward gain margin 

is the smallest c>1 such that L(s) =c gives rise to instability. 

(The concepts of negative phase margin and downward gain margin have 

obvious definitions). These concepts still carry much favour in 

electrical engineering circles and are usually some of the yardsticks 

used in the specification for the design of a control system. In section 

1.3 we show how the robustness of system stability may be dealt with in 

the multivariable situation. We first give some preliminary definitions 

and theory - these will prove to be of great value in section 1.4. 
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1.2 PRELIMINARIES 

In this section we outline some theory that is particularly related 

to the H"O-design approach. We follow largely the outline given in [2], 

[241 - see also the books [3], [25]. A rational function of s is 

stable if it is analytic in Re s >_ 0, and whenever its coefficients 

are real it is termed real-rational. (A similar definition holds in the 

discrete-time system case). The following Hardy spaces for discrete-time 

systems are used: 

H2 is the space of scalar complex-valued functions g(z) analytic 

in jzj <1 and with the property 

sup 
J2n Ig(re10)12. de < 

0<_r<1 0 

Extending g(z) to IzI =1 (as can be done), H2 becomes a Hilbert 

space with inner product 

2Tr T 

<9, h> _1f0 9(e1e) h(e1e). de 

HOO is the subspace of H2 of functions which are (as well) bounded, and 

norm defined by 

II9HH. = ess sup Ig(e1e) I0 

RH"O denotes the subspace of HOO of real-rational functions. H2, H 

spaces of vectors and matrices may be defined: 
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(H2)k is the space of k-dimensional vectors with H2 entries -a 

Hilbert space with inner product 

2n 
g(eie)*h(e1e). de . `9, h' 2n 

io 

The Hilbert space (H2)kxz is the space of kxi matrices with H2 

entries, its inner product being: 

<G, H> = 2 -IT 
J2 ff tr G(ee) H(ee). da 
0 

The norm of G in the subspace (Hco )kxz of (H2)1< is defined by: 

JIGII. = {ess sup p[G(e1e) G(e1e)1} 
a 

where p(M) is the spectral radius of the matrix M (that is the largest 

eigenvalue of M). It is a result that 

uIGII. = sup{llGhl12 :h6 (H2 )Q ,u hu12 = 1} 

We introduce next the concepts of inner and outer functions and 

matrices. A rational function g in HOO is inner if Ig(e1e)I =1 for 

all real e, and outer if g(z) #0 for all IzI <1. For matrices 

we have that a rational matrix G in (H0)kX9 is inner if 

G(e1e) G(e1e) =I for all e, 
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or equivalently IIGhII2 = IIhII2 for all h in (H2)R . We note 

that necessarily, from the first definition, k >_ Q. A property 

arising from this which is important in what follows is that if G 

is a square inner matrix then det G is a scalar inner function and 

det G(G)-l is a square inner matrix. Similarly a rational matrix G 

in (Hc)kxz is outer if 

rank G(z) =k for all IzI <1 

Necessarily this means that k<Q. 

Rational matrices with entries in HOO may be factored in terms of 

inner and outer matrices. If G is a rational matrix in (Hc)kx9 then 

G= G1 Go 

t 

with Gi inner, and Go outer with the factorization unique up to 

multiplication by constant unitary matrices. Furthermore if G' is 

square it may be factored in the form 

G' = Gý Gi 

A square matrix in RH* is said to be unimodular if it is invertible over 

RHco (it is invertible and its inverse is in RHOO). All matrices F in 

RHOO can be expressed as 

F= Fý F2 F3 
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with F1, F3 unimodular and F2 in RH 00 and of the form 

al 

0 
F2 ak 

t 
0+0 

with ai+l/ai in RHO The ai are the invariant factors of F 

and are unique up to multiplication by invertible elements of RH°° 

F2 is called the Smith form of F. 

The C-norm of a proper stable (analytic in the closed right half 

plane) rational matrix G(s) is defined by 

JIGII. = {sup p[G(iw)*G(iw)]}ý 
w 

1.3 ROBUSTNESS OF STABILITY 

We show in this section how robustness of system stability may be 

characterized in the frequency domain. We consider, [1], the system 

given in figure 2 as a typical representation. 

L-1 
+ id 

rKY 

n 

Figure 2 

Here G represents the plant, K the controller, r the input, n the 

measurement noise, d the disturbance, P the precompensator, y the 
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measured output. From the figure we see that 

y=d+Gu 

u= K(r-n-y) 

so that eliminating u we have 

y= (I + GK)-1GK(r-n) + (I + GK)-1d 

which by using the identity (I+M)-1M = M(I+M)-1 is equivalent to 

y= GK(I+GK)-1(r-n) + (I+GK)-1d 

Setting now d=0, n=0 and assuming the system stable we have 

y= GK(I + GK)-1r . (1.1) 

Typically two types of perturbation to the plant G (due to say 

parameter changes, unmodelled dynamics) are considered, the additive type 

G'(iw) = G(iw) + tG(iw) 

with 6CAG(iw)] < ta(w) Vw >_ 0 (1.2) 

or the multiplicative type 

G'(iw) = [I + L(iw)]G(iw) 

with Q[L(iw)] < Qm(W) VW >_ 0 (1.3) 

If we take the definition of "robust stability" given by (1.3) then 
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the authors show that the system is stable to all perturbations of the 

form (1.3) (assuming G, G', K are strictly proper and G, G' have 

the same number of unstable modes as each other) iff 

Q[GK(I+GK)-1] < 1/Rm(W) Vw 

Here Q(") denotes the largest singular value of the matrix - we refer 

the reader to Chapter 2 where a short discussion on singular values is 

given. 

Clearly an interesting question from our point of view of robustness 

enhancement is how the LHS of (1.4) may be minimized subject to system 

"design constraints". The paper [12] considers this question in the 

following manner - given G and prespecified diagonal elements ci of 

the nominal closed loop system find K to minimize the LHS of (1.4) 

subject to this constraint. In fact, they show the answer is given by 

choosing K to diagonalize (I+GK)-1GK whenever this is possible. We 

refer the interested reader to [12] for details of this. 

1.4 ROBUSTNESS IN WITHSTANDING DISTURBANCES - H' - OPTIMIZATION 

The paper [21 is one of a number showing how to design a feedback 

controller which minimizes the H"O-norm of a weighted sensitivity matrix 

for a linear multivariable plant - thus enhancing disturbance attenuation 

as this norm is (see section 1.2) the induced norm between the H2-spaces 

of disturbances and outputs (see also [24]). This norm may thus be taken 
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as a measure of robustness in this respect. The analysis is done using 

a theory developed by Ball and Helton. In another paper [51 the authors 

have used the so called matrix Nevanlinna-Pick theory to solve a similar 

problem. Such a problem can be extended to include other features - for 

example in [16] the authors propose the minimization of a combination of 

the HOO-norms of weighted sensitivity and complementary sensitivity 

matrices. This aim is in some sense achieved by the minimization of the 

Hco-norm of a composite transfer function matrix which provides an upper 

bound on the original problem. 

For the sake of discussion we outline [2), where the problem of 

minimizing the H*-norm of 

X= W1(I + PF)-1W2 (1.5) 

is considered. Here P represents the nxm plant, F represents 

the mxn feedback and W1 , W2 are square weighting matrices - all 

being real-rational. The quantity defined by (1.5) is the so called 

weighted sensitivity matrix and represents the transfer function from 

v to y in the following diagram. 

y 

Figure 3 



The following assumptions are made on Wl, W2, P: 

1) W1, W2, P are all real-rational, 

2) P is strictly proper, 

3) P has no poles on the imaginary axis and rank P(iw) =n 

for all w, 

4) Wl, W2 are nonsingular, proper, stable and they have 

stable inverses. 

For (1.5) all real-rational proper matrices F achieving internal 

stability are firstly characterized. As P is real-rational there 

exist stable, proper, real-rational matrices Al, A2, B13 B2, Y1, Y2, 

Z1, Z2 such that 

P= A1Bý1 = B21A2 

YIAI + Z1B1 =I (1.7) 

A2Y2 + B2Z2 =I (1.8) 

and the set of F's is given by 

F= (Y2 + B1Q)(Z2 - A1Q)_1 (1.9) 

Q stable, proper, real-rational. 

Note that in the case where P is stable, we can take A1= A2 =P, 

B1 = B2 = I, Z1 = Z2 =I, and Y1 = Y2 =0. Using (1.6)-(1.9) in 
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(1.5) we can transform the problem. We have 

X= W1(I+P(Y2+B, Q)(Z2-A1Q)-1)-1W2 

= W1C(Z2-A1Q+PY2+PB1Q)(Z2-A1Q)-11-1W2 

Using PBI Q= AI Q and PY2 = B2'A2Y2 = B21(I-B2Z2) = B21-Z2 

we have X= WI CB2I(Z2-AIQ)-11-1W2 , so that 

X= Wl(Z2-A, Q)B2W2 (1.10) 

The original problem is thus converted from a nonlinear optimization 

problem in F to an affine optimization problem in Q. 

We can thus define the original problem as: 

I 

inf{IIW1(Z2-A, Q)B2W21L0 :Q is stable, 
(1.11) 

proper, real-rational} 

Alongside (1.11) another definition ul is made (by relaxing the restraint 

that Q be proper), 

ul = inf{11W1(Z2-A1Q)B2W211- :Q is stable, 
(1.12) 

real-rational} 

We say more regarding the quantity ul in (1.12) subsequently. 
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The modified problem (1.12) is now transformed from the right 

half plane to the unit disc via the mapping 

sýz_s-1 (1.13) 
s+l 

and a further transformation as follows. First set 

W1 Al = (W1A1). (W1A1)0 . (1.14) 

Now as B2W2 is square it can be factored 

B2W2 = (B2W2)0(B2W2)i (1.15) 

Setting 6= det(B2W2)i then 6 is a scalar inner function and 

6(B2W2)i1 is an inner matrix so that multiplication by, it preserves 

norm. So we have from (1.12) 

W1(Z2-A, Q)B2W26(B2W2)>1IIý 

and from (1.14), (1.15) 

jWI Z2B2W2d(B2W2)i1-ö(W, Al). (W, A1)oQ(B2W2)oll- 

Setting G= W1Z2B2W26(B2W2)i1 (1.16) 

U= 6(W1A1). , (1.17) 

H= (W1A1)0Q(B2W2)o ' (1.18) 
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then G, U E (RHOO) nxn 
and U is inner and (1.12) reduces to 

ul = inf{IIG-UHII. :HE (RHco)nxn} (1.19) 

From every matrix HE (RHi)nxn , Q(z) may be found from (1.18) as 

(W1A1)o(z) , (g2W2)o(z) have rank n for IzI <- 1- though possibly 

not z=1 corresponding to psi =-. Q(z) has no poles in IzI <1 

though possibly at z=1, i. e. Q(s) is stable, real-rational, but 

not necessarily proper. 

The development continues by showing how to find all H's which 

achieve the infimum in (1.19) using the Ball-Helton theory. 

We note the following alternative characterization of the quantity 

ul in (1.12). We let U denote the subspace U(H2)n where U is 

given by (1.17), and Ul denote its (closed) orthogonal complement in 

(H2)n so that 

(U _. 

(We note that U is closed under the initial assumptions). Then one 

can define the bounded linear operator r as follows, with PUl 

denoting the projection operator from (H2)n to Ul . 

r (H2)n } ul 
(1.20) 

rf = (PU1G) if ) 

Now define (the H"O-norm of r) 

"' = IIrII = sup{lirfII2: f 6 (H2 )n, IM12 = 1} . 
(1.21) 
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Then we have for any fE (H2)n ,HE (RH-)nxn 

(G-UH)f = PU(G-UH)f +PU 1(G-UH)f 

= Pu(G-UH)f +P 
u1Gf 

= Pu(G-UH)f + rf . 

By orthogonality 

22°I IPU(G-UH)fH I2 +I IrfI I2 I I(G-UH)fH I2 

> IIrfII2 

so that 

IG-UHII 'IIrII 

and so by definition 

u1 ?v (1.22) 

Furthermore, under the basic assumptions, the equality in (1.22) holds: 

Theorem 1.1 (Lemma 1, [21) 

The infimum ul = inf{SIG-UHI1. :HE (RHco )nxn} is achieved, and 

uý =v 

Considering the definition of r in equation (1.20), we have for 

any fe (H )n 

Gf=rf+U(ag) , for some aEC, gE (H2)n, 

whose values we now determine. We recall that U is an inner matrix. 
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We thus have 

Irf112 = <rf, rf> = <Gf-aUg, Gf-aUg> 

_ IlGfIl2-a<Ug, Gf >- a<Gf, Ug> + lal2HUgll2 

_ IIGfII2 -2 Re(a<Ug, Gf>) + Ial2IIgII2 

Setting a= aR + ial 9 <Gf, Ug> = ßR + ißi we have 

IIGfII2 - 2(a 0 R+ajßi) + (aR2 2 
+ai)IIgII2 

so that differentiating wrt aR' ai for the minimum 

aR = ßR / ýý9ýý2 ai = ßi / 119h12 

I 

Thus 

IrfII2 = IIGfII2 
II9II2 

ßßR + ßi 
2 

- I<Gf, U9/II9II2>I = IIGfII2 2 

Without loss of generality we can take g s. t. II9II2 =1, so that 

Irfll2 = IIGfHI2 - I<UxGf, 9>I2 

with the latter inner product in L2 , and the function Ux(") defined 

by 

UX(z) = UT(1/z) . 
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Thus we have, using orthogonality, 

rfII2 IIGfHI2 I<P(H2 
n 

uXGf, 9'I2 

from which the required projection is obtained by taking 

g= P(H2)n UXGf/IIP(H2)n UXGfII2 

Thus 

ýýrfli2 = IlGfllz - 2 

Hence we have: 

Proposition 1.2 

P(H2)n UXGfý12 

v2 = sup {IIGf112 IIP 
2n UxGf1I2} 

IIf1I2=1 (H ) 

where the map Ux(") is defined by Ux(z) = UT(1/z) . 

I 

We give now an explicit means by which v of (1.21) may be calculated, 

following the approach of the paper. We take gE H2 ,aET with 
jal <1. If g(a) = ... = g(k-1)(a) =0 then g has a zero at a of 

order at least k. The converse of this is true, since by Cauchy's 

theorem 

9(n)(a) n: g(z). dz 
n >_ 0 (1.23) 

27r i0 (z_a)n+l 
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where C is the unit circle covered anticlockwise. The expression 

(1.23) can be rewritten as an H2-inner product by setting z= eie 

so that dz = ie. de , hence 1e 

g(n) (a) 
2n 

n. e- 
ine(e1e de 

27 
10 

(1-ae-'e)n+ 

1r 2"r ,-i ne n 

1 
1ne 

la n+ g(eie). de = <n z 
n+ , g(z)' = <fn, g> 9 27r 0 (1 ae ) (1-az) 

so that g has a zero at a of order at least k iff fn and g 

are orthogonal, n=0,..., k-1 
, where 

fn(z) = n: zn 
n+T . (1-az) 

I 

If UE RH 
,U 

00 

belongs to u iff 

of U in the open 

of (1.24), where 

n goes from zero 

H2 -} H2 

its set of 

unit disc. 

a covers 

to one less 

(1.24) 

set U= U(H2)n . Now an H2-function 

zeros in the open unit disc contains those 

Thus a basis for Ul is given by fn(z) 

all distinct zeros of U in IzI <1 and 

than the multiplicity of the zero. 

In the case where UE (RHOO)pxm and rank U(e1e) =p for all e 

(necessarily p5 m) , we have [F2,01 (the Smith form of U) satisfying 

U= FIEF2, O]F3 

with F2 = diag(a1,..., (x p) . Now U= U(H2)m = F1 F2(H2)P 
. Define 
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Y= F2(H2)p , so that xEY iff the set of zeros of its ith 

component in IzI <1 contains those of ai in IzI <1, (i = 1,..., p). 

As above, a basis for Y1 is 

0 
0 

fn (z) 1 (1.25) 
0 

0 

with the entry 1 in the ith row, and fn(z) defined by (1.24). 

The integer i goes from 1 to p, a covers all distinct zeros of 

ai in IzI <1, n goes from zero up to one less than the multiplicity 

of a, i. e. the dimension of Yl is the number of zeros of the product 

al... ap in IzI <1 (counted according to multiplicity). Now the sub- 

spaces U, Y are isomorphic to each other (as Fl is unimodular), con- 

sequently so are U1, Yl so that they have the same dimension. A basis 

for U' is given by vectors of the form 

P(H2)p F1lx g (1.26) 

where the vectors g span Yl , and FýIX(z) = Fý1T(1/Z) 

We then have that if {f1 :i=1,..., r} is a basis for U1 of 

(1.20) we set 4)1, ý2 to be the Hermitian matrices whose elements are 

<fif j>, <r*fi, r*fi > respectively. If fe Ul then 

r 
f=E cc . f. i =1 
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Setting a=[al,..., arI we have <f, f> = a*(D la, <r f, F f> = a*(P 2a 

Now Ilrll2 = I1r*II2 = max{IIr*fll2 :fEU 'HfH2 = 1} 
* 

= max{a*ý2a : a*(Dla = 1) , where F denotes the adjoint of F 

Setting up the Lagrangian (using v2 as a multiplier for reasons which 

will become evident) 

L= a*ýP 2a - v2(a*(P la - 1) , 

we have the first order conditions 

(D 2a - v2 4) 1a=0, 

a*ýla =1, 

so that a*O2a = v2 . Consequently ýýriI =v where v is the maximum 

value of the eigenproblem 

det(ýP 2- v2(Dj) =0. (1.27) 

The relaxation of the requirement that Q be proper in (1.11) under 

certain conditions has no effect on the value u. Specifically if 

Q(s) is any solution of the modified problem (1.12) then we can choose 

an integer K so that Q(s)/SK is proper. The following sequence 

Fn(s) may be defined: 

Fn = (Y2 + BlQn)(Z2 - AlQn)_1 

Qn = JnQ , 

Jn(s) = Cn/(s+n)]K 
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The first observation to be made is that Qn(s) is proper and stable 

so that from (1.9) Fn(s) is proper and achieves internal stability of 

the system. The second observation is that for n sufficiently large 

Qn(s) approximates Q(s) at low frequencies. This indicates that the 

sequence so defined should be near optimal if the weighting matrices 

W1(s) , W2(s) are "small" at high frequencies. This is in fact the 

case, as given by the following result: 

Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 3, [21) 

If the product W1W2 is strictly proper, then u= ul and 

lim IIW1(I + PFn)-1W2IL =u. 
n- 

Having outlined the above approach we make some comments on our 

main problem of interest which will be the subject of the following 

two chapters, that is of choosing a static feedback controller F so 

as to stabilize A-DF and simultaneously minimize the quantity 

C(sI-A +DF)-1BjI . 

We observe (1.28) can be written as 

IIC[(sI-A)(I+(sI-A)-IDF)f-IBII. 

= IIC(I+(sI-A)-1DF)-I(sI-A)-IBII. 

(1.28) 

so that we have: 
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Proposition 1.4 

The quantity IIC(sI-A+DF)-1B11 can be written in the form 

WI(I+PF)-IW21 1. by setting W, =C, P= (sI-A)-1D , WZ = (sI-A)-1B B. 

This means that under certain conditions we may apply the above 

theory to minimize the value of (1.28). This, in general, will produce 

dynamic feedbacks which achieve internal stability. 

We consider the following simple numerical example with A 

(asymptotically stable), B, C, D as follows: 

-4 21 
A=, B=C= I2 ,D=0 

-3 1 

So we have Wl = 12 14 = (s I -A) -1 
,P= (s I -A) -1 I 01 . We note 

assumption 3) does not hold so that more care need be exercised. As 

P is stable we set Al = A2 =P, B2 = Z2 = 12 , B1 = Z1 =1 

Yl = Y2 = [0,0] . Thus 

W1 = 12 

1 s-1 2 
w2 

(s+l)(s+2) 

[-3 

s+4 

1 s-1 

(s+l)(s+2) L -3 

We now transform from the right half s-plane to the unit disc of the 
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z-plane via s»z= (s-1)/(s+l) This gives 
w1 = 12 , 

1 (l+z)(1-z)-(1-z)2 2(1-z)2 
14 2 C(1+z+4(1-z))(l+z-(1-z))+6(1-z) -3(1-z)2 (l+z)(1-z)+4(1-z)2 

1 2z(1-z) 2(1-z)2 

6-2z -3(1-z)2 (1-z)(5-3z) 

P=1 
2z(1-z) 

6-2z -3(1-z)2 

Note det W2 = (1-z)2/(6-2z) . We factorize B2W2 = (B2W2)o(B2W2)i 

so can take (B2W2)i = 12 , 

1 
[2z(1_z) 

2(1-z)2 
(B2W2)o 

6-2z -3(1-z)2 (1-z)(5-3z) 

Similarly for W1 Al = (W1Al)i(WiAl)o ' we have 

1 [2z(1_z) 
W1A1 

6-2z -3(1-z)2 

2az (1-z) 

-3a(1-z) (6-2z)a 

where we choose a so as to make the "vector" part inner, i. e. on 

Izi =1 

2az 
[2a*z*, -3a*(1-z*)] =1, 

-3a(1-z) 

lal2C22-9z-9z*J =1. 
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Set (a-ßz)(a-ßz*) = 22-9z-9z* 

so that 2+ 
ß2 = 22 

aß=9 

from which we can take a=1+ �10, ß= -1 + �10 , and can set 

a= 

So 

1 

(1 + �10 + (1-1, /10)z) 

1Z (1 +A 0+(1 -A 0) Z) (1 -Z) 
(W1A, )i 

(1+�10+(1-�10)z) -3(1-z) 

11 
W1 Al 

° (6-2z) 

From this we have from (1.16)-(1.18), 

1 2z(I-z) 2(1-z)2 

6-2z -3(1-z)2 (1-z)(5-3z) 

1 2z 
U= , (1+�10+(1-�10)z) -3(1-z) 

H= (WIAI)o Q(B2W2)o 

We have thus to consider a problem of the form 

u} = inf{IIG-UHII.: H E (RHOO)mx(p+m)} , (1.29) 

where U is closed (U being inner) so that the infimum is achieved. 
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We see that U1 is no longer finite-dimensional, for putting U 

((p+m)xm) in Smith form as before 

F2 

U = Fý F3 
0 

where F1 is (p+m)x(p+m) , F2 is mxm , F3 is mxm . Then 
F [F2] 

U= U(H2)m =F1 L212m , and setting Y= (H2)m we see, as 
00 

before, that a finite-dimensional subspace of Yl is spanned by vectors 

of the form (1.25) with the index i in (1.25) between 1 and m 

However Y1 also contains all vectors of the form 

0 
ö 
* 

(1.30) 

with the first m entries all zero. We thus continue by using the 

approach outlined in the Francis lecture notes. If F is an RHm-matrix 

then JIF11 <_ c iff ß(F(e1e)) <c for all e iff 

c2I - F(e1e) F(e'e) >_ 0 for all e iff c 
2j 

- FXF >- 0 on the unit circle. 

U 
We partition G= 

rGl] 

,U= Ul with Gl = px(p+m) , G2 = mx(p+m) 
22 

U1 = pxm , U2 = mxm . From (1.29) 

ill = min{c: IIG-UHII. <c for some HE (RHcO)mx(p+m)} 9 

that is 

2 
E (Gk-UkH)X(Gk-UkH) <_ c2I on the unit circle. 

k=1 
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We wish to find matrices U3 in (RHmxm , G3 in (RH"0) mx(p+m) 

such that 

2 
E (Gk-UkH)X(Gk-UkH) = (G3-U3H)X(G3-U3H) +Q 

k=1 

on the unit circle, where Q= GýG1 + GZG2 - G3G3 

that (1.31) is an identity in H iff 

UýG1 - U3G3 + UXG2 =0 

UýU1 + UZU2 - U3U3 =0 

on the unit circle. So 

(1.31) 

It is easily shown 

(1.32) 

(1.33) 

ul = min{c : for some HE (RH"0)mX(P+m) we have 

(G3-U3H)x(G3-U3H) +Q< c2I on the unit circle) 

We observe immediately that 

(1.34) 

where Q is an Lco-matrix, and evidently also 

ul ` IIGI1. 

by taking H=0 If c> IIQJJý then on the unit circle c21-Q >0 
CO 

so we can factorize 

c2I-Q =RxR, R unimodular. (1.35) 
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If we now define 

v(c) = min{II(G3-U3H)R-1II.: H E (RHco)mx(P+m)} , 

then as R is unimodular 

v(c) = min{IIG3R-1-U3HII.: H E (RH"O)mx(p+m)) , (1.36) 

which can be computed as [U3(H2)m]1 is now finite-dimensional and 

under the standard assumptions the theory outlined above may be applied. 

It is easy to see that for c> JIQJJý we have 1j, <_ c iff v(c) <_ 1 

thus yielding an algorithm by which ul may be found to any prespecified 

accuracy. We now continue with our example by finding JIQJJý 
. From 

M 
(1.16), (1.17) 

G1 = [2z(1-z), 2(1-z)2] 
6-2z 

1 
G2 = C-3(1-z)2, (1-z)(5-3z)] 

6-2z 

U1 = 2z/(1+, /10+(1-/10)z) 
, 

U2 = -3(1-z)/(1+�10+(1-/10)z) . 

So Ux = 2/((l+�1O)z + (1-�l0)), U2 = 3(1-z)/((l+�10)z + (1410)) 
and from (1.33) it is easily verified that U3U3 =1, so we can take 

(in RH°) 

1- �10 + (1+, /10)z 
U3 

1- �10 + (1+�10)z-1 
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From (1.32) we take in RH' 

G3 = 
z(1-z) 

[22z-9-9z2,19-28z+9z27 
. 

(6-2z) ((1-�10)z+(l+110) ) 

We now evaluate Q= GýGI + GZG2 - G3G3 We have 

X 
(1-z) r-2 

X 
(1-z) 3(1-z) 

1 
z(6z-2) 2(1-z) 2 

z(6z-2) 

-3-5z 

x 
(1-z) r9z2 +9- 22z 

3z (6z-2)((1-�10)+(1+�10)z) 28z - 19z2 -9 

and a straightforward calculation gives 

oo 
Q= (1-z)2 

9z +9- 22z 

Now IIQII? = max p[Q(e'ý 
*Q(e1e)] 

, so 
e 

0 
QQ= 

0 

0 

(2-z-z*)2 

646-396z-396z*+81z +81z* 

On the unit circle, 

0 
* Q Q= 

0 

0 
(1-cose)2 

121-198cose+8lcos e 
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Differentiating the (2,2) component and setting to zero we have 

sin e(l-cose)(11-9cose) =0, 

so that 0=0 or 7. The value e=0 gives zero and e=7 gives 

IIQII? = 4/(121 + 198 + 81) 

so 

IQ I Ic = 1/10 . 
We construct 

c2 0 

c21-Q = 
2(llc2-1)-(9c2-1)z-(9c2-1)z-1 

0 
22-9z-9z_ 

and factor this according to (1.35). Setting 

(a-bz)(a-bz-1) = 2(11c2-1)-(9c2-1)z-(9c2-1)z-1 

we have 

a=c+ 10� c2- 1 

b= lOcý 2- 1 -c 

I 

For reasons which will become obvious in Chapter 3 from which the 

example is taken we take the value c= 33/100, so that c2 = 1089/10000 

and a, b above become 

a_ 
33 + �890 

b= 
�890 - 33 (1.37) 

100 100 
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and jal > JbI 
. Evidently in (1.35) we may take 

c0 1/c 0 

R= R-1 = 
(a-bz) (1410+(1410)z) 

00 
(1+�10+(1-40)z) a-bz 

We thus have the data matrices G3R-1 11 U3 in (1.36) given by 

G R-1 _ 
z(1-z) 

[(1+/1O)z+1-/1O, 
19-28z+9z2 (1.38) 3 (6-2z) c a-bz 

U_ z(1-�10+(l+�10)z) (1.39) 
3 (1-�10)z+(1+�10) 

We now may apply the standard theory. Firstly the zeros of U3 

in IzI <1 are 0, (�10-1)/(/10+l) and so by (1.24), a basis for 

u3 is given by 

�10+1 
fl =1 f2 = (1.40) 

(�10+1+(1-�10)z) 

We now calculate inner products in order to form the matrix ýl . In 

general for real constants a, ß 

1 2'r 
a. d6 1 12, T 

a2+aßcose-laßsin6. de 
2u 0 a+ßeie 

2n 0a +ß + 2aßcose 

_1 
J2T[ ((, 2+ß2+2aßcose) 

+ J(a2-ß2)-lasne. de 
2Tr 0 aß + 2aacose 
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J2IT 
+ 

2-2 
. d0 

C 
Tß 

+ 2aacos6 

We have <fl, f1 >=1, <fl9f2> _ 

1 (2� (�10+1). de 
_+1 

27r 2�l0. de 
2T JO 

(�10+1+(1-�10)e10) 2v J0 
22 18 cose 

The latter term is evaluated using the substitution t= tan e/2 

dt/de = (1+t2)/2 
, cos e= (1-t2)/(1+t2) , sin e= 2t/(1+t2) 

Performing the integration we have <fl, f2> =1 Now 

2n (�10+1 )2. de 
_1 `f2 2' 21T 0 (�10+1+(1-�10)e-1e)(�10+1+(1-�10)e1e) 

1 f2Tr (�10+1 )2. de (�10+1 )2 

2'r 0 22-18 cos e4 �10 

The matrix t1 can now be formed. 

We now calculate (G3R-xfl , (G3R-xf2 for fl, f2 in (1.40). 

We have 

(z-1) 
(G3R-1)x =z2 

(6z-2) 

(1+�10) + (1-�1O)z 
c (1.41) 

19z2 - 28z +9 

az-b 

Acting (1.41) on f1 and taking H2-components we see that, because 

lbI < Iah , 
r*fý =L1 
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Similarly 

(G3R-1 )Xf2 2 

(z-1) 

z (6z-2) 

�10+1 

c 

(19z2-28z+9)(�10+1) 

(az-b)(�10+1+(1-�10)z) 

I 

so that we need to find the H2-component of the second entry (the 

H2-component of the first entry is again 0). We make a partial 

fraction expansion, so that we want to find E in 

(z-1)(19z2-28z+9)(�10+1) ABCDE 

z (6z-2)(az-b)(�10+1+(1-�10)z) zz++ 6z-2 az-b 
+ 

(�10+1+(1-�10)z) 
+ 

Setting z= (�10+1 )/ (Y'10-1) in 

(z-1)(19z2-28z+9)(�10+1) = Ez2(6z-2)(az-b) 

we have 

E= 6/((a-b)�10 + (a+b)) , 

so that 

60 
r*f2 = 

((a-b)�10+(a+b))(�10+1+(1-�10)z) 1 

Consequently 

<, *fl J*fI >=0, 

<r*fl, r*f2> =0, 
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. 
<r *f2, r*f2> -11J 

2ii 36 de 

2n 0 ((a-b)�10+(a+b)) (22-18 cose) 

9 

�10((a-b)/10 + (a+b)) 
X22 

The matrix 02 can now be formed. 

We now calculate the largest value x s. t. 

det((D 2-x i) =0, 

where 

001 

20 (�10+1)2 
L 22 4/10 

Evaluating the determinant we have 

(�l0+1)2A2 

- ý22x -A2 = 0. 
4 �10 

So the required root a is 

X22 4 �10 

(�1- 0 1)2 

6 
Thus v(0.33) = �A =_ 

(�10-1) (�10.66 +2 �890 ) 

300 300 

(10-/10)(33+'89) (6.9)(42.5) 

600 

(10410)(66+2V89) 

300 
>1. 

293.25 
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As we remarked earlier v(0.33) >1 iff ul > 0.33 . Thus we 

conclude using Theorem 1.3 that the optimal norm of the weighted 

sensitivity matrix, p, cannot be reduced below 0.33 which will 

be an interesting comparison with our work on enhancing the "complex 

structured stability radius" which we subsequently go on to. 
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2. STATE SPACE ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we give a brief review of robust stability in the 

state space - concentrating in particular on the concepts of real and 

complex stability radii for linear state space systems that were 

introduced in [6], C7]. Various attempts have been made over the past 

few years to characterize the robustness of stability of a state space 

system. In many cases the problem considered is of how an additive 

perturbation to a nominally stable system destabilizes that system (the 

nominal system representing the system "model" and together with the 

perturbation representing the "real world" system), see for example 

126]-1281. In [26] is considered the system 

Ax + f(x, t) (2.1) 

on Cto, co) where x EIR n, A is time-invariant and asymptotically 

stable, f(x, t) is the additive perturbation (in general this will be 

nonlinear and time-varying) with f(O, t) =0 for all tE [to, co) . The 

question to be asked is under which additive perturbation of this form 

does the system (2.1) retain stability. This is clearly a very open- 

ended question and one is usually restricted to deriving sufficient conditions 

under which stability is retained, for example in [26] the following 

sufficient condition for the system of (2.1) is given and is derived by 

Lyapunov means, see [35] or 136]: 
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Theorem 2.1 (Theorem 1, [26]) 

The system (2.1) above is stable if 

Ijf(z, t)II min a(Q) 

IlzHH max a(P) 
for all (z, t) EIRn+I 

where P is the unique positive definite solution of the Lyapunov 

equation 

PA + ATP + 2Q =0, 

and Q is any positive definite matrix. (Here 11.11 denotes the 

standard Euclidean norm on IR n and a(") is used to denote any eigen- 

value of the matrix). 

We note that, in this theorem, Q is any positive definite matrix. 

Clearly we would like the RHS in the theorem statement to be as large 

as possible with respect to the choice of Q. An interesting result in 

this direction is the following: 

Theorem 2.2 (Lemma 2, [26]) 

The RHS in Theorem 2.1 above is maximized by the choice Q=I 

The paper goes on, amongst other things, to examine how this bound 

is related to the matrix A- we refer the reader to [26] for details. 

In 1271 the author specializes the differential equation (2.1) to 

the case where the perturbation is linear, so that 

x= (A + E)x (2.2) 
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considering both "structured" perturbations where each element of the 

matrix E has some bound, and "unstructured" where the perturbation is 

of unknown structure. We again refer the reader to E27] where bounds 

are given, thus yielding sufficient conditions. 

We turn now to the main topic of this chapter, that is a review of 

the concepts of real and complex stability radii as introduced in [6], 

[7]. This discussion is a prerequisite to the following chapter. The 

basic question considered is to find the minimum radius of the ball around 

a nominally asymptotically stable time-invariant linear system containing 

an additive perturbation which destabilizes it. Consequently the result 

obtained is not just a sufficient condition. To make the development 

easier to understand we include the following material on singular values 

of a matrix. 

2.2 SINGULAR VALUES 

t 

For K =IR or C if the matrix AE Kmxn and rank (A) =r, then 

A*A E Knxn is a Hermitian matrix and rank (A*A) =r so there exists a 

unitary matrix V (orthogonal matrix in the case K= R) such that 

V*A*AV = diag(sý ,..., s2 
n) 

where 

sý >- s2 >_ ... ? Sr > sr+1 _ ... =Sn=0. (2.3) 

The non-negative numbers sl,..., sn are called the singular values of 

the matrix A, and the eigenvectors of A*A are called the singular 

vectors of A. Commonly sl is denoted by a(A) and similarly sn 
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by 6(A) . We assume the singular values are ordered as in (2.3), 

then the following well known result gives a description of these 

quantities (the Minimax Theorem of Courant and Fischer). Here E is 

a linear subspace in Kn , and s(AIE) = max 
Ax 

where 11.11 
0#xEE jjxHH 

n is the standard Euclidean norm on K 

Theorem 2.3 

The singular values of A in (2.3) have the property 

s. = min i codim E= i-1 
s(AIE) = min s(AIE) 

codim E5 i-1 

for i=1,..., n. 

Immediately from this result it is clear that 

Q(A) = IIAII2 (2.4) 

where II"112 denotes the induced Euclidean norm of the matrix. 

I IAxI 
Denoting s(E) = min we have the following dual of 

Oýx¬E IIxII 

Theorem 2.3. 

Theorem 2.4 

The singular values of A have the property 

si = max s(E) = max s(E) 
dim E=i dim E>i 

for i=1,..., n . 
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An immediate corollary of this is that 

IlAxII 
o(A) = min (2.5) 

x#o Ilxll 
Combining (2.4), (2.5) it is easy to verify that in the case where 

the matrix A is square and invertible 

11 
a(A) QUA-1) -ý1 

Singular values also feature prominently in the following decomposition 

of a matrix, known (not surprisingly) as the Singular Value Decomposition. 

TH---^m ') C 

Let AE Kmxn with singular values as in (2.3) and an orthonormal 

basis vl,..., vn of singular vectors. Setting V= [vl,..., vnI then 

there exists a unitary (or orthogonal in the case K =IR) mxm matrix 

W= [w1,..., wm] such that 

r 
A=E siwivi (2.6) 

i =1 

or equivalently 

E0 
r 

A=W V* (2.7) 

00 

where the matrix Er = diag (s1 1... Isr) . 
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Conversely, if W and V are unitary matrices such that equation 

(2.7) holds then s1 ... Isr, sr+l = ... = Sn =0 are the singular values 

of A and the columns of V form a basis of corresponding singular 

vectors of A. 

Using the decomposition given by Theorem 2.5 the following important 

theorem holds: 

T4- ---m OL 

Let AE Kmxn have rank r and singular value decomposition of the 

form (2.7) and denote by Mk - Mk(m, n) 

Mk(m, n) _ {X E Kmxn : rank X5 k} . 

Then 

Sk+l(A) Xin IIA-XI 12 = IIA-AkII2 

k 

where 

k 
Ak =E siwiv'ý E Mk . i =1 

The relevance of this result is that it gives the distance of the 

matrix A from the set of matrices (of the same dimension) of rank less 

than or equal to k as the (k+l)th-singular value of A. Moreover, a 

construction is given to determine a matrix for which this minimum is 

achieved. Its important corollary is the following (the distance to 

invertibility). 
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Corollary 2.7 

If AE Knxn is invertible then 

ß(A) = min{IIXII2 : det(A+X) = 0) = min{IIA-XI 12 : det X= 0} . 

Furthermore An_l = A-snwnvn is singular, thus yielding a rank one 

perturbation of norm sn c(A) 

2.3 REAL AND COMPLEX STABILITY RADII 

In this section we show how to determine the minimum norm of an 

unstructured destabilizing perturbation. The term unstructured in this 

case is to be taken precisely as in [271, and the outline we give is 

largely a derivation of [6]. 

For K =IR or I we denote un(K) as the set of nxn matrices 

over K which are not asymptotically stable, that is 

Un(K) = {U E Knxn : a(U) n T+ # ý} (2.8) 

with ý+ the closed right half plane, and a(U) the spectrum of the 

matrix U. We take the inner product <", "> and norm 11"11 on Kn 

to be the standard Euclidean ones. If A: Kn ± Kn we take as the norm 

of A the induced Euclidean norm, 11"112 
, dropping the subscript for 

convenience - the context of use making clear which norm we are referring 

to. 

For AE Knxn we define the distance from instability by rK(A) 

as follows: 
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rk(A) = inf{IIA-Ull :U6 Un(K)) . (2.9) 

Clearly the set Un(K) is closed and has as its frontier, 9Un(K) , 

the set of matrices with at least one eigenvalue on the imaginary axis 

but none in U+ (the open right half plane). Thus there exists, for 

asymptotically stable AE Knxn ,a minimum norm destabilizing 

perturbation PE Knxn such that U=A+PE Un(K) , i. e. 

IIPII = r, (A) and Q(A+P) n i]R #ý. (2.10) 

The following properties of rk(A) are thus immediate: 

rk(A) =0i ff Ae Un(K) , 

r, (aA) = arV(A) ,a >_ 0, 

A º+ rK(A) is continuous on Knxn t 

If A EIRnxn then (2.9) gives two values, namely r, (A) - the 

complex unstructured stability radius, and r]R(A) - the real unstructured 

stability radius. In general these two quantities are distinct. Further- 

more the following string of inequalities holds for A E]Rnxn . 

0sr, (A) <_ rR(A) <_ Q(A) = sn(A) (2.11) 

where the last inequality follows from corollary 2.7. 

In [61 the following result is proved: 
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Proposition 2.8 (Proposition 3.1, [61) 

Let rc ct be closed, ar its boundary, AE Tnxn such that 

Q(A) nr=I. Then 

(yI-A) min IIA-XII = min sn (-yI-A) = min sn 
XEýnxn YEr Year 

Q(X)nr#ý 

The consequence of this when r= C+ is the following characterization 

of the complex stability radius: 

Corollary 2.9 (Corollary 3.2, [Q) 

r, (A) = min sn(iwI-A) = min min II(iwI-A)zll 
. 

(2.12) 

waR AR Zeu 
IIzl1=1 

I 

We observe two things concerning this result - the first being the 

fact that (by corollary 2.7) a rank one perturbation may be constructed 

of norm r, (A) that destabilizes, the second is that such a perturbation 

will generally be complex even when A is real. In the case where A is 

real the expression (2.12) simplifies to give the following result. 

Proposition 2.10 (Proposition 3.3,16]) 

If A EIRnxn then setting Au =j (A-AT) to be its skew-symmetric 

part we have 

r2(A) = min {I IAz 112 +< Auz, z>2} 
zcTn 

I HzH=1 
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= min 

x, yJR n 

IlxiI2+11YII2=1 

{IlAxll2 + IlAyll2 - <(A-AT)x, y>2}. (2.13) 

The usefulness of proposition 2.10 is evident from the following 

set of inequalities which give bounds on r, (A) (again A EIRnxn) 

with only computations of certain singular values being required. In 

fact, from (2.11), (2.13) we have 

s2 (A)-IIAUII2 < r2(A) 5 min{s2(A), IIAII2-IIAUII2} 
. (2.14) 

The first inequality is immediate using the fact that <Auz, z> = "2i<Aux, y> 

and the second comes from a maximization over x, y subject to 

IIxII2 + IIyII2 =1 of the component <(A-AT)x, y>2 in the second 

expression of (2.13). From (2.14) it is easy to conclude that in the 

case where A is symmetric then (as Au = 0) 

r, (A) = rR(A) = sn(A) , 
(2.15) 

thus the set of real symmetric matrices is contained in the set of all 

real matrices whose complex and real stability radii coincide, we say 

more about this set subsequently. 

In [6] the following numerical example (which we also make reference 

to later) is given, 
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Example 2.11 (Example 3.6, [61) 

o1 
A= 

-5 -2 

For this matrix the real and complex stability radii differ considerably. 

The complex stability radius r, (A) = 2/3 , whereas the real stability 

radius rR(A) = s2(A) =5- /200 which is approximately 40% greater 

than YA) . 

The following example shows that, for A E]Rnxn , r]R(A) # Sn(A) 

in general. 

Example 2.12 

01 

A= 

-1 -1 /3 

whose eigenvalues are -6±i 
X65 It is easily verified that 

119 - �37 
s2(A) = We set the perturbation matrix P to be the 

18 
following 

0o 
P 

0 1/2 

19 -�37 
then IIPII _< 18 = s2(A) , yet 
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01 
A+P 

-1 1/6 

whose eigenvalues are 
1+1 V143 

12 12 

Following the lines of the paper we make some comments on the 

interrelation between the eigenvalues of A and its stability radii, 

and also how rK(A) varies under similarity transformations of the 

matrix A. The first result shows that stability radii may be bounded 

above in terms of the real parts of the eigenvalues of the matrix A. 

To be more precise we have: 

Proposition 2.13 (Lemma 4.1, [6]) 

If AE Knxn is stable having eigenvalues aj _ -ai + iwi 

al >... >_ an >0 Then rK(A) <_ an Further rk(A) = an iff the 

matrix rk(A)I destabilizes A. 

This result thus shows that there is always a destabilizing 

perturbation of norm not exceeding the distance of the spectrum of A 

from the imaginary axis. In the case where A is normal then we can 

say more (using the same notation as in proposition 2.13). For 

AE Cnxn we have: 

Proposition 2.14 (Proposition 4.2, [6]) 

(a) wn is a minimum of sn(iwI-A) It is unique iff, for all j, 

aj = an implies aj = An ; 
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(b) r, (A) = an ; 

(c) If AE IRnxn then r, (A) = rR(A) = an 

Proposition 2.14 shows that for normal matrices the equality in 

proposition 2.13 holds. Furthermore, the class of real matrices for 

which real and complex stability radii coincide is thus enlarged from 

just symmetric real matrices - see (2.15). As regards the behaviour 

of rK(") when A is subjected to similarity transformations the value 

an is again prominent, as the paper shows. 

We conclude this section with some comments on the real unstructured 

stability radius, that is for A ElRnxn 

rR(A) = min{IIPII :P EHRnxn and Q(A+P) n UR # ý} 

In other words 

rý(A) = inf 
n2 

{IIPII: P EIRn"n and 

, x, YdR ,I Ix11 2 +1 lyI 1 =1 

-Ax-wy Px 

wx - Ay Py 

Firstly the minimum norm of P EIRnxn such that Px =u, Py =v 

is determined. 

Proposition 2.15 (Lemma 5.1, [6]) 

If x, y, u, v ERn and x, y are linearly independent then setting 
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u= u(x, y, u, v) = min{IIPII. P E IRnxn and Px =u, Py = v} 

we have 

`u, v> [a, s7 IlulI 2 

2 <u, V> II VI 12 
max 

(a, s)/0 Cajs7 IIxl12 <x, Y> a 

<x, Y> IIYI12 
[a] 

with u2 the largest root of the quadratic equation in x 

Hull 2_ xllxll 2 
det 

<u, v>-A<x, y> 

<u, v>-A<x, y> 

=0. 
1lvII2-Allyll 2 

Using this proposition we may more simply characterize, in the 

interesting case where the vectors x, y are linearly independent, 

(2.16) as 

rjR (A) = inf 
n22 u(x, y, -Ax-wy, (, x-Ay) . 

(2.17) 
wdR, x, yER , 

lIxI1 +1lylI =1 

The determination of rjR(A) is thus by no means as straightforward 

as of r, (A) 
. As we do not deal with rR(A) subsequently we end this 

nxn 
, its with one final result on testing whether, for A EIRXn 

complex and real stability radii are the same. We have: 

Proposition 2.16 (Proposition 5.3, [6]) 

n Let AE IR "n 
, stable. Then ra(A) = rR(A) iff there exists 
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wg -E IR , z0 = xg + iy0 E Cn ,II zg, I =1 such that wo minimizes 

w t+ sn(iwI-A) and the following equations hold 

-w0y0II = IIxoIIsn(1woI-A) II-Ax 
0 

Iw0XD-AY3II - IIYOIIsn(1w I-A) , 

2 
<-Ax0-w0y3, w0x0-Ay0> _ <x0'YO>sn(iw0I-A) 

For further details we refer the reader to [6]. In the following 

section we consider the case where perturbations are"structured". 

2.4 STABILITY RADII AND THE ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION 

Here we show how the complex stability radius (in the case of 

structured perturbations) may be found and how it is related, for example, 

to solutions of a nonstandard algebraic Riccati equation. The results we 

outline are, more or less, to be found in [7]. 

We consider the nominal system 

AX 

and a perturbed system of the form 

(2.18) 

x= (A + BDC)x , 
(2.19) 

where AE Cnxn is asymptotically stable, BE Cnxm ,CE 

and 

, 

and the disturbance matrix De dmxp . 
In a very simple way the matrices 

B and C govern the structure of the perturbation, though clearly (2.19) 
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cannot represent totally every possible situation. A good example 

of what is meant is the second order differential equation 

y+aýy+a2y=o 

which can be rewritten in the form (2.18) as 

01 
X=X 

-a2 -a1 

(2.20) 

From the differential equation we would only expect uncertainty in the 

values al, a2 This can be modelled in (2.20) by taking B= 
ý0ý 

, 

C=12. However if a2 is known to be correct we could take 

B=[I], C= [0,11 

In a similar way to the previous section, for Ac Cnxn asymptotically 

stable, we may define the complex structured stability radius by 

rý = r, (A; B, C) = inf{IIDII : c(A+BDC) n C+ # ý} , 
(2.21) 

with II -II denoting the induced Euclidean norm as before. We thus have 

rC = inf{IIDII : ß(A+BDC) n iR # 4} , 
(2.22) 

and the following result shows how to calculate rQ : 

Proposition 2.17 (Proposition 2.1, [7]) 

Setting G(s) = C(sI-A)-1B , we have 
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if Gt0, 
max IIG(iw)HH 
w ¬IR 

rQ = 

if G-0. 

In the case m=p=n, B=C= In this result is in agreement 

with corollary 2.9 which gives the unstructured complex stability radius - 

see section 2.2 on singular values. 

With this characterization we note the following simple application 

to input/output stability. By input/output stable we mean BIBO stable - 

that is bounded inputs produce bounded outputs in the following sense 

(page 194, [111). The system 

M' A(t) B(t) x(t) 

x (, t0) =0, 

y(t) C(t) D(t) v(t) 

is said to be uniformly BIBO stable if there exists a constant k 

(independent of t0) such that for all t0 we have 11v(t)II <1 for 

all t >_ t0 implies that IIy(t)11 <_ k for all t >_ t0 . We consider 

v+e 
JG 

Y 

N 
F') 

with Fa constant feedback, G having constant minimal realization 

CA, B, C] , and the nominal system (N) uniformly BIBO stable. The 

perturbed system (P) (with constant "multiplicative" perturbation) 
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is nivP n by 

V Y 

(P) 

so that for (N) we have 

y= Ge , 

e= v-Fy 

with state space realization 

x= Ax + Be , x(t0) =0 , 

y=Cx 
or 

x= (A-BFC)x + By , x(t0) =0, 

y=Cx . 

So by Theorem 3 (page 197, [111) Re A (A-BFC) <0 as (N) is 

uniformly BIBO stable and CA-BFC, B, CJ is minimal. For the perturbed 

system (P) we have 

y= (I + L)Ge , 

e=v-Fy 

so that 

x= (A-BFC)x - BFLCx + By, x(t0) =0, 

y= (I + L)Cx 
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From proposition 2.17 we have Re A (A-BFC-BFLC) <0 when 

IILII (2.23) 
max IIC(iw-A+BFC)-1BFII 

wER 

and so by Theorem 3 (page 197, [11]) we have uniform BIBO stability 

of the perturbed system (P) whenever (2.23) holds and the pair 

(A-BF(I+L)C, (I+L)C) is observable. 

Having obtained the characterization of r, given by proposition 

2.17 we continue by giving a number of alternative characterizations. 

The first is in terms of the induced norm of the following convolution 

operator between L2 spaces: 

L: L2[0, co; Tm] - L2C0, co; Tp7 , 
It A(t-s) (Lv)(t) = Ce Bv(s). ds J 0 

There is a simple relation between ra and 

result shows: 

(2.24) 

ILI I as the following 

Proposition 2.18 (Proposition 2.2, [7]) 

For the operator L of (2.24) we have 

rý _ 1/IILII 

The norm of L has another characterization as we now show. To 

find IILII we are required to solve the following optimization problem: 
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Maximize IlCxl 22 
subject to x-Ax-Bv =0, x(0) =0 

L 
IVIIL2 

So we set-up the Lagrangian 

= IICxlI22 - u(IIvII22-1) + 2<A, X-Ax-Bv>L2 

CO M 
We note that JO a*(t)x(t). dt = Ca*(t)x(t)] -Jo a*(t)x(t). dt , 

so setting x(o) =0 this becomes - Jý*(t)x(t). dt , and we can 
0 

rewrite L as 

L= IlCxll22 - u(11VII22-1) - 2<A, Ax+Bv> 2- 2<ýX, x> 2 
LLLL 

The first order conditions give 

uv+BTA=0, 

CTCx - ATA -i=0 

We thus have the following conditions 

_ -A 
TX 

+ CTCx 

x=Ax 
-ü BBTA 

x(o)=o 
a(-) =o, 
IIVI1'2=1 

I 
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We then have the system 

xA-- BBT x u 
x(O) =0, a(-) =0. (2.25) 

CTC AT 

Furthermore <x, CTCx>L2 = <x, ATX>L2 + <x, A>C2 

_ <Ax, A>2 - <x, a>L2 

_ IIBTX! 2-u 

So it is clear that we are required to maximize u such that the two- 

point boundary value problem (2.25) has a nontrivial solution. We note 

that the system matrix in (2.25) is Hamiltonian. 

We turn now to the most interesting and important characterizations 

of the quantity r, in (2.21). These are in terms of a certain linear- 

quadratic problem and an associated algebraic Riccati equation. Consider 

the following linear-quadratic problem parameterized by the real scalar p 

Minimize J(x0, v) = Jco IIv(s)112m-PIIY(S)II2 
"ds, vE L2C0, -; Qm1 (2.26) 

subject to 

x=Ax+Bv, x(0) =x0, 
(2.27) 

y=Cx . 

We remark that when p<0 then (2.26), (2.27) is a standard linear- 
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quadratic problem. The following two results relate ra to this 

optimization problem. 

Proposition 2.19 (Proposition 2.3, [7]) 

In the case where ß(A) c C_ we have for ra < CO 

inf J(O, v) '0 iff p <_ r2 iff for all wE IR 

vEL2C0, oD; CmI 

I- pG*(iw)G(iw) ?0, 

where, as before, G(s) = C(sI-A)-1B . 

The above proposition relates in a straightforward manner the value 

rC to the optimization problem starting at zero initial state, whereas 

the next result gives a nice relation in the case wherq the system is 

started from an arbitrary initial state. 

Proposition 2.20 (Proposition 3.1, [7]) 

If a(A) c f- , then for all values pc (-a, rC) we have for 

rE < oo 

inf J(x0, v) < co , for all x0 E Qn 

vEL2C0, oo; cmI 

We note that it is significant in the proof of proposition 2.20 that the 

parameter p is strictly less than rT , unlike the characterization we 

now give in terms of an algebraic Riccati equation. 
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The algebraic Riccati equation associated with the optimization 

problem (2.26), (2.27) is 

PA + ATP - PCTC - PBBTP =0, (2.28) 

where in the case p <_ 0 this is the standard (though parameterized) 

Riccati equation of optimal control. The following is an extremely 

important result in the characterization of rQ , and we note that 

no controllability assumptions are placed on the pair (A, B) . 

Theorem 2.21 (Theorem 3.3,171 

Suppose a(A) c C_ , rc < 00 ,pE (---, r2) then there exists a 

unique solution PP of (2.28) with the property Q(A-BB 
TP 

p)c 
C_ 

Furthermore when p= r2 there exists a unique solution P2 of (2.28) 
rQ 

with the property ß(A-BB 
TP2) 

c Q_ . For all pe ('co, r2J , Pp = Pp 
r 

is real and whenever the pair (A, C) is observable Pp is negative 

definite (p > 0) . 

The characterization is completed by the converse of theorem 2.21, 

which we now state. 

Proposition 2.22 (Proposition 3.4, [7]) 

We suppose that ß(A) c ý_ . If there exists a real symmetric 

solution of (2.28) then the parameter p satisfies p <- r2 

We thus have that r2 is the largest value of the parameter p such 

that equation (2.28) has a real symmetric solution. This completes our 
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characterization of the quantity rC , though we continue by making 

some observations on the Riccati equation (2.28). We first, however, 

make some mention of discrete-time systems, for which the concept of 

structured stability radius may also be defined in an analogous manner. 

For a discrete-time system we define the complex structured 

stability radius as 

rC = r, (A; B, C) = inf{IIDII: Q(A+BDC) n {z: lzl >_ 1} ý 01 , 

then, as before, 

r1 = inf{IIDII : Q(A+BDC) ne 
ÜR A 0} 

Setting G(z) = C(ezI-A)-1B we have the following analogue of the 

continuous-time result: 

Proposition 2.23 

The complex structured stability radius for a discrete-time system, 

rý is given by 

r, = 

max JIG(iw)ll 
WE[O, 27] 

00 

if Gt0, 

if G=0. 

Proof: Similar to the proof in the continuous-time case, see [7]. 

As in proposition 2.22, we can establish a relationship between rQ 

and a Riccati equation. The general linear-quadratic problem for a discrete- 
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time system is posed in [32]. He has the linear system 

x(k+1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) , 

k=i,. .. �t , x(i) =, 

x(k) ¬, u(k) EIRr The cost functional is given by 

(2.29) 

t-1 
JCE, u(i, t)] =E w[x(k), u(k)] , (2.30) 

k=i 

where w(x, u) = xTQx + 2xTSu + uTRu , and the control sequence 

u(i, t) = (u(i),..., u(t-1)) . Associated with (2.29), (2.30) is the 

Algebraic Riccati Equation 

K- ATKA -Q+ (S+ATKB)(R+BTKB)+(ST+BTKA) =pR+ 

BTKB ?0, (2.31) 

Ker(R+BTKB) c Ker(S+ATKB) 

where (")+ denotes the generalized inverse of the matrix - see Chapter 4. 

In our case we have for (2.31) 

K- ATKA + PCTC + ATKB(I+BTKB)+BTKA =0 

I+ BTKB >_ 0, (2.32) 

Ker(I+BTKB) c Ker(ATKB) 

and the following result holds: 
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Proposition 2.24 

If ß(A) c {z: Izi < 1} , there exists a real symmetric solution 

K of (2.32) with the property I+ BTKB >0 only if p <_ r2 

Proof: We have 

K- ATKA + ATKB(BTKB+I)-1BTKA = -pCTC . 
(2.33) 

Set Aw= eiw-A , so from (2.33) 

I+ BTAw '[K-AT KA+ATKB(BT KB+I) BTKA]Aw B 

=I- pBTAW 
ICTCAý 1B, 

whose LHS is 

I+ BTA*-1[K-(e-iw-A*)K(eiw-A )+ (e-iw-A*)KB(BTKB+I)-1 
wwww 

BTK(e'w-Aw)]Aw1B 

Expanding, and using the fact that 

I+ BTKB(BTKB+I)-1BTKB_BTKB = (I+BTKB)-I 

we have for the LHS 

BTA*-le-iwKB+BTeiwKA-1B+BTA*-IKB(BTKB+I)-1BTKA-1B 
wwww 

-BTA 
le-iwKB(BTKB+I)-1BTKB-BTKB(BTKB+I) 

w 

BTKeiwA-1B + (I+BTKB)-1 
w 

BTAw-le-i)KB(I+BTKB)-1 + (I+BTKB)-1 BTKe'WA-1B 

+ BTAW-1KB(BTKB+I)-1BT Kw1B + (I+BTKB)-1 
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_ ((I+BTKB)-' + (I+BTKB)-iBTKeiWA-1B)* x 

((I+BTKB)-i + (I+BTKB)-iBTKeiwA-1B) >_ 0 

Thus, I- pBTAW CT CA-' B? 0, for all uE [0,27] , and the proof 

is complete. 

Turning back now to the algebraic Riccati equation (2.28) the 

following result shows how the solution parameterized by pc (--, r2] 

behaves as p is varied. In it we set AP =° A-BB TPP 
, and Pp the 

solution of theorem 2.21. 

Proposition 2.25 (Proposition 4.1, [7]) 

If o(A) c i_ then we have the following, 

(a) The maps p i+ P 9, pyA are differentiable on (-o, rQ) , and 
PP 

are continuous on (-o, r2 . 

(b) For values pl, p2 such that Pl ý P2 <- r2 we have 

P >_ P 
Pl P2 

(c) If P, PI <_ r2 then P= PP-P 
P satisfies the algebraic Riccati 

1 
equation 

PA + Ap P- (p-pl)CTC - PBBTP =0 p 11 

with the additional property Q(Ap -BBTP) c C- 
1 

(d) For p <_ r2 we have the following equality 

22 
rc(Ap; B, C) = r, (A; B, C) -p. 
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From the above result we see that (from part (b)) as the parameter 

increases the solution falls in the sense of positive definite matrices 

(the solution being negative semidefinite for p> 0) yet (from part (d)) 

we see that as P+ r2 the distance to instability of the "feedback" 

matrix AP goes to zero. On the converse, as the parameter P goes to 

minus infinity the distance to instability of AP becomes arbitrarily 

large - we note though that the perturbation structure is governed by the 

matrices B, C and the feedback here is via the B matrix. In the following 

chapter we show how the stability radius may be improved when the feedback 

enters via a general control matrix. 

Finally the paper also shows the importance of the solution Pp of 

theorem 2.21 in the generation of Lyapunov functions for the asymptotic 

stability of systems. In Chapter 4 we give a discussion on this subject, 

and also how such functions in general can establish the boundedness of 

solutions to systems subject to persistent disturbances. 
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3. ROBUSTNESS IMPROVEMENT IN STATE SPACE 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Here we show how the measure of robust stability, namely the 

complex structured stability radius, may be enhanced using state feedback. 

The use of state feedback in stabilizing systems in the presence of 

uncertainty has been recognized for some time, [33], [37], [381. In 

[33] and [38] feedbacks are constructed using solutions of Riccati 

equations - in the former case giving robust stability for certain sector 

bounded perturbations, and in the latter case they are interpreted as 

yielding certain gain and phase margins. In [37] nonlinear controllers 

are constructed which stabilize systems for certain classes of uncertainties, 

and it is shown that in some cases a linear controller may be sufficient. 

The use of Lyapunov arguments at some stage is common in all of these 

papers. In [34] it is shown that there is freedom beyond just assigning 

eigenvalues by using state feedback. In fact it is shown how state feed- 

back may be used in achieving required closed-loop eigenvalues while at 

the same time classifying all the possible closed-loop eigenvectors that 

result. 

Our problem is to choose F (rxn) such that 

r, (A + DF; B, C) >_ r, (A; B, C) (3.1) 

where D (nxr) is some fixed matrix. The interpretation here is that 

we wish to improve the complex structured stability radius governed by 
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(B, C) . The matrices D and F can be interpreted as "input" and 

"state feedback" matrices, respectively. To do this we make some 

reference to differential game theory. We recall the characterization 

of rC in Chapter 2 in terms of equations (2.26), (2.27). To the 

cost functional (2.26) we introduce a small penalty term which 

intuitively allows the value of p for which the infimum exists to 

increase. Correspondingly the dynamics equation (2.27) receives an 

additional control term. This modification leads naturally to differential 

game considerations. In the next section, we give a short discussion of 

linear-quadratic differential games on an infinite time horizon. Section 

3.3 then introduces a candidate for our choice of feedback to improve 

robustness in the sense of (3.1) and we give an analysis of its properties. 

The section that follows, that is section 3.4, illustrates the preceeding 

theory showing (with a simple numerical example) what the consequences of 

implementing such a feedback are. Finally in section 3.5 we give a 

discussion of necessary and sufficient conditions for an unbounded 

improvement of the complex structured stability radius, again illustrating 

the conditions by using numerical examples. For the sake of completeness 

we include the following (mostly standard) results which will be of use 

in the sequel. 

Lemma 3.1 (Lemma 4, [10] 

If x= Ax + Bu ,y= Clx is controllable and observable, then there 

exists a real symmetric solution to 

ATK + KA - KBBTK + CT Cý =0 
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which has the property Re A(A-BBTK) <0 (> 0) . Moreover such a 

solution is unique and K>0 (< 0) . 

Lemma 3.2 (Theorem 23.5, [111) 

Let CA, B, C7 be a constant minimal realization. Let K be the 

positive definite solution of 

ATK + KA - KBBTK + CTC =0 

with the property Re A(A-BB 
TK) 

<0 There exists a control which 

minimizes 

Jco 
uTu + xTCTCx. dt 

0 

for the system 

x=Ax+Bu; x(0) =x0. 

The minimum value of n is xT Kx0 

loop form is u= -BTKx . 

The minimizing control in closed 

Lemma 3.3 (Theorem 23.6, [11] 

Let A, B and L= LT be constant matrices. Assume there exists 

it ,a negative definite solution of 

ATK + KA - KBBTK +L=0 

such that Re X(A-BBTIT) <0. Then there exists a control which minimizes 
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n=I UTu + xTLx. dt 
0 

for the system Ax + Bu ; x(O) = x0 . The minimum value of n 

iix0 The minimizing control in closed loop form is u= -Bnx is x0 T 

Lemma 3.4 (Theorem 2.21, Proposition 2.22) 

Under the following assumption Re A(A) <0, then there exists a 

real symmetric solution to 

ATK + KA - KBBTK - C2C2 =0 

having property Re X(A-BBTK) 50 iff 

I-B (iw-A) C2C2(iw-A) B >_ 0, for all real 

Moreover such a solution is unique and K50., 

Remarks. 

1) Suppose Re a(A) >0. The condition 

I-B (iw-A) ICZC2(iw-A)-IB 
ý0 

is equivalent to 

I-B (iw+A) C2C2(iw+A) B >_ 0 

So by lemma 3.4 this is equivalent to the existence of a unique Q 

having the property Re a(-A-BBTQ) s0 satisfying 

(-A)TQ + Q(-A) - QBBTQ - C2C2 =0 
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Such aQ has the property Q50 

Setting K= -Q >_ 0 we have a unique K with the property 

Re a(A-BB 
TK) 

>_ 0 satisfying 

ATK + KA - KBBTK - C2C2 =0 

2) If (A, C2) is observable then K<0. 

This is so since as K <_ 09x#0s. t. Kx =0. Sd 

xTATKx + xTKAx - xT K BBTKx -xTcTc=0 22 

which implies C2x =0. Multiplying by x on RHS of the Riccati 

equation 

ATKx + KAx - KBBTKx - C2C2x =0 

which implies KAx =0. Again 

xTAT2KAx + xTATKA2x - xTATKBBTKAx - xTATC2C2Ax =0 

which implies C2Ax =0. 

Proceeding thus we have C2x =0, C2Ax = 0,..., C2An-lx =0 and 

so x=0 by observability. Thus K<0. 

Lemma 3.5 (Lemma 3, [10]) 

Let KI be a real symmetric solution of 

ATKI+ KEA - KI BBTK1 + Q, =0 

with Q1 symmetric and suppose Re A(A-BB 
TKj) 

<0 (> 0) . Let K2 be 
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a real symmetric solution of 

AT K2 + K2A - K2BBTK2 + Q2 =0 

with Q2 symmetric and Q1 ? Q2 . Then K1 > K2 (Kl <_ K2) . 

3.2 LINEAR QUADRATIC DIFFERENTIAL GAMES 

The infinite duration linear quadratic game is considered in [8] 

(see also C9], [15]). The finite time zero sum game can be written 

T 
JT(u, v; x0) =J [xTQx + vTRv - uTSu]. dt (3.2) 

0 

subject to 

x= Ax + By + Cu , x(O) = x0 (3.3) 

Here u is the maximizer and v the minimizer. A strategy pair 
° °) (u, v is said to be in equilibrium if 

JT (u, v0) s JT(u0, v0) 5 JT(u0, v) for all u, v . 
(3.4) 

Consider the Riccati differential equation 

K+ ATK + KA +Q= K(BR-lBT-CS-1CT)K , K(T) =0. (3.5) 

If this has a solution K(t; T) on [O, T] then the controls 

uO = s- IcT K(t; T)x 

v0 =_R 
1BTK(t; T)x 

(3.6) 
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are in equilibrium 

are technical prob 

= lim K(O; T) then 
T- 

quadratic problem) 

and JT(u0, v0) = xoK(O; T)x0 However, there 

lems with the infinite duration game - if K+ 

we would expect (as for the standard linear 

the strategy pair 

uý = S-1CTK+x , 

ýý _ 'R-ýBTK+x , 

(3.7) 

to be in equilibrium in the sense of (3.4). In general, as is shown in 

E81 with a simple scalar example, this is not true. 

We consider the zero sum infinite time linear quadratic differential 

game 

J=I IV112 ' pl, Y, 12 - E211u112. dt (3.8) 

with dynamics given by 

x= Ax + Du + By , x(0) = x0 , 

y=Cx. 
(3.9) 

As before u is the maximizing control, v the minimizing control. 

The associated algebraic Riccati equation is 

KA + ATK- PCTC - KBBTK + 
KDD T=0. 

(3.10) K 
E 

We begin with a discussion as to the types of "optimal" solution 

strategies that may exist. 
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We first consider the system (3.8), (3.9), and assume there 

exists a solution K= KT <0 of (3.10) with the property 
T 

Re A(A-BB 
TK 

+ 
DD2K) <0. In this case the strategy pair (3.7) becomes 

e 

u0 =1 DTKx 
, 

e 

v0 _ -BTKx 

(3.11) 

If the maximizer plays u0 then the minimizer is faced with the problem 

min fl 
foo 

lvII2 + xT(-PCTC -L KDDTK)x. dt 
V02 E 

T 
and system x= (A + 

EDD2K)x 
+ By , x(O) = x0 

y= Cx 

Using lemma 3.3, if there exists <0 solving 

(A + 
DDTK)I 

+ Tr(A + 
DDK) 

- AB TTr-pCTC 
- 

12 
KDDTK =0 

E2e2e 

and Re A (A + 
DDTTK 

_ BBT, r) <0 then v= -BT, rx is minimizing and 

J= x0, rx0 . Setting Tr =K we see that v0 is the minimal response 
0 to u 

Conversely, if the minimizer plays v0 then the maximizer is faced 

with 

max 
fco 

- xT(PCTC - KBBTK)x - e2IIuHI2"dt 
u JO 

with x= (A-BB TK)x 
+ Du , x(0) = x0 , 

y=Cx . 
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Using lemma 3.2 above (assuming pCTC > KBBTK) if 

[A-BB TK, D, (pCTC-KBBTK)ý] is minimal then setting ITl >0 as the 

unique solution of 

T 
(A-BB TK)TTr, 

+ Try (A-BBTK)-, r1 
DD2 

7rß + pCTCKBBTK =0 

T 
with the property Re a(A-BB 

TK- 
2 

Orrl) 
<0 the maximizing control is 

OT11 xE01u=-2 
By uniqueness of solutions 7, = -K , and so u=u 

E 

Summarizing this we have: 

Proposition 3.6 

If there exists a solution K= KT <0 of (3.10) with the properties 
T 

Re a(A-BB 
TK 

+ 
DDK) 

<0, pCTC > KBBTK , and [A-BB 
TK, 

D, (pCTC-KBBTK)ý] 
eT 

minimal, then the controls u0, v0 of (3.11) are in equilibrium in the 

sense of (3.4). 

The quantities C(iw-A)-1 , C(iw-A)-1B , C(iw-A)-1D will be 

constantly referred to in the following so we denote them by G, GB, GD, 

respectively. 

We continue by deriving necessary conditions under which "min max" 

and "max min" strategies exist in an appropriate sense. The frequency 

domain condition, (fdc), is important in this respect (and in future, 

as we shall see): 

I-PGBGB+p2GBGp(PGDGp+e2)-1GDG6 >_ 0, for all u. E IR . 
(3.12) 
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We have the following propositions which are dual to each other, 

and a lemma regarding the (fdc), (3.12). 

Proposition 3.7 

For the cost functional J of (3.8), and dynamics given by (3.9) 

we have inf sup J is finite only if 
vu 

I-PG BGB + p2GBGp(PG*Gp+e2)-1G*G6 >0, for all w EIR 

Proof: Taking the Fourier-Plancherel transform of (3.9) we have 

(abusing notation and using the same symbols for the transformed 

variables) 

i wx = Ax + Du + Bv + x, , 

y=Cx . 
I 

(As u, v are L2-functions and A is stable we see that x is an 

LZ- function so that the transforms make sense). 

This may be written 

y=GDu+GBv+ Gx 0. (3.13) 

By Parseval's theorem (and omitting the factor 1/27) the cost may be 

written as, using (3.13), 

J= J_ v*(iw)v(iw)-p(GDu(iw)+GBv(iw)+Gx0)*(GDu(iw) + 

GBv(iw)+Gxo) -e2u*(iw)u(iw). dw (3.14) 
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1 
-[u*(PG*GD+E2)u+2PRe u*G*GBv+2pRe u*G*Gx0] 

*** 
+ v*(I-pGBGB)v-2p Re v*GBGxO -p x*G GxO. dw 

Set H= (pG*GD+c2)ß 
, the Hermitian square root, and complete 

the square in the first term. This yields 

J[Hu+H1pG(GBv+Gxo)]*[Hu+W1pG(GBv+Gxo)] 

Co 
D 

+ p2(GBV+Gxo)*GD(pGDGD+e2)-1Gp(GBv + Gx0) 

*** 
+ v*(I-pGBGB)v-2pRe v*GBGxO-px*G GxO. dW 

ý-CHu 
+ H- 1 

pGD(GBV + Gx0)] C 

+ v*CI-pG *B+ p2GBGp(pGDGp+E2)-1GDGB]v 

+ 2p2Re v*GBGD(PGDGD+E2)-1GDGxO-2pRe v*GBGxO 

2**2 -1 * +p x0G GD(pGDGD+E ) GDGxO - px0G Gx0. dw 

From this last expression we see that the conditions in the statement 

of the proposition imply (3.12), or, 

I- pGBGB + p2GBGp(pGDGp + E2)-1GDG6 >_ 0, 

for all w dIR , which is the expression in the proposition statement. 

The dual of proposition 3.7 is as follows. 
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Proposition 3.8 

For the cost J of (3.8), dynamics (3.9), we have sup inf J 
uv 

is finite only if I- PGBGB ?0, for all uE IR 

Proof: We proceed as in 3.7. 

We have y= GDu + GBv + GxO, and the cost J can be written 

J= Jý Cv*(I-pG*Gg)v - 2p Re v*G*Gpu - 2p Re v*G*Gx0J 

- u*(pG*GD + e2)u - 2p Re u*G*Gx0 

- px*G GxO. dw 

An examination of this last expression shows that necessarily we must 

have, under the conditions of the proposition, I- pGBGB ?0, for 

all wE. 

We give now an alternative characterization of the (fdc), (3.12). 

This characterization will turn out to be important in our central aim 

of improving the complex structured stability radius which we will turn 

to immediately in the section following this result. 

Lemma 3.9 

The following frequency domain conditions a), b) are equivalent 

a) I+ pC 
G DD 

- GBGB] >0, for all w EIR ; (3.15) 
E2 

b) I- pGBGB + p2GBGODGD+c2)-IGDG 2: B0 
for all wE IR , see (3.12). 
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Proof: b) can be rewritten as 

I- pGBGB + pGBGp(p2 G*Gp + I)-1 P2 G*GB D D 
E2 e 

We now use the well-known identity 

G(I + FG) -1 = (I + GF)-1G 

to write this as 

I- PGBGB + PGBGD 
P2 Gp(I + p2 GDG*)-1GB >_ 0 

e 

and then the identity 

(I + GF)-I =I- GF(I + GF)-1 

applied to 

I- pGB[I - GDGp 0 (I + GDGp p2 )-' )GB >_ 0 

e 

gives 

I- pGg(I + G0Gp 1) )- IGB 
Z0 

E 

or 

I- pE2 GB(E2I + pGDGD)-1GB ,0. 

As E21 +pGDG 
p> 0 we can set e 

2, 
+pGDG D= NN ,N>0, N= N 

and N unique. Then (c2I +p GpGp)-l = N-1N-1 and the latter condition 

becomes 

I >_ pe 
2 GN- 1 GB (3.16) 

We note that a) can be written 

2 NN ?Ep GBGB 
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or equivalently 

I? e2PN-1GBGBN-1 (3.17) 

Condition (3.16) is equivalent to a(�pcN-1G6) and (3.17) is 

equivalent to a(�p6GBN-1) <_ 1. Using the well known fact that 

a(M) = o(M ), (3.16) and (3.17) are equivalent which in turn implies 

the equivalence of a), b) in the statement of the lemma. 

3.3 ROBUSTNESS IMPROVEMENT VIA STATE FEEDBACK 

In this section we show how a particular state feedback may be used 

to improve the complex stability radius for structured perturbations. In 

what follows we shall be interested in the situation when there is a real 

symmetric negative definite solution of (3.10). The following proposition 

gives a necessary condition for this to be the case. We assume that the 

triple CA, D, C] is minimal -a standing assumption. 

Proposition 3.10 

There exists a real symmetric negative definite solution of (3.10) 

only if 

+ PC 
DGD 

- GBGBJ 
2E 

for all wER, (3.15). 

Proof: Equation (3.10) is KA + ATK - PCTC - KBBTK +KT=0K 

Suppose there exists a negative definite solution K to (3.10). Then 

it is invertible and, setting P= K-1 , (3.10) becomes 

AP + PAT - pPCTCP + CDD 
T 

- BBTI =0. 
E 
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So adding and subtracting iwP to the left hand side 

(iw-A)P + P(iw-A) 

Multiplying by �pC(iw-A)-1 

on the right, 

T 
-0- BBT +p PCTCP =0. 

on the left, and by its conjugate-transpose 

T 
PCP(iw-A)*-ACT+PC(iw-A)- PCT-PC(iw-A)-1 DD 

- BBT (iw-A)*-1CT 
E2 

+ p2C(iw-A)-IPCTCP(iw-A)*-1CT =0 

Completing the square, as usual, we have 

0s CI + pCP(iw-A)*-1 CT]*[I + pCP(iw-A)*-1CTI 

=I+ pC(iw-A)-1 
DD T_ 

BBT (iw-A)*_1CT 

E2 

= I+ PG- GBGB for all wE 
e 

and hence the inequality (3.15). This completes the proof of the 

proposition. 

A derivation of a sufficient condition is an extremely difficult 

problem, [17]. However, we may make some observations on the "inverse 

problem": 

AP + PAT - pPCTCP + 
DD T- 

BBT =0 (3.18) 
E 

in much the same way as in [10]. 
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Proposition 3.11 

We assume [A, D, C7 is minimal. If the frequency domain condition (3.15) 

holds then there exist unique solutions P+, P of (3.18) such that 

Re a(AT-pCTCP+) 0, Re A(AT-pCTCP ) >_ 0 For any other real symmetric 

_G 
G* 

solution P, P <_ P <_ P+ . If I+p D2D 
- GBG* >_ öGG for 

r2 
some 6>0 then P+ >P, Re a(AT-pCTCP+) <0, and Re X(AT-pCTCP )>0 

Proof: We start by proving the first part. We may apply lemma 3.1 to the 

equation 

AP1 + P1AT - pp1CTCP1 + 
D2 T=0, 

(3.19) 
E 

to give a solution Pl <0 with the property Re a(Aý) >0, where 

Aý = AT - pCTCPI 

We now set AP = P-P1 , then subtracting (3.19) from (3.18) 

A(P-Pl) + (P-P1)AT - p(PCTCP-PI CTCPj) - BBT =0, 

or 

A(P-Pl) + (P-P, )AT - p((P-Pl)CTC(P-Pl) + PCTCP1 + PI CTCP 

- 2P1 CTCP1) - BBT =01 

or using the definition of A1 

A16P + APAT - pAPCTCAP - BBT =0 (3.20) 

to be solved for 0. Now under the assumption 

I- pC(iw-AT)*-1BBT(iw-Aý)-1CT _> 0, for all w EIR 
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then (3.20) has a solution AP >_ 0 with the property 

Re a(Aý-pCTCAP) >_ 0, by lemma 3.4. (Remark: we note no controllability 

or observability assumptions are made here, even though the observability 

of CA1, C] is a consequence of the observability of CA, C]) 

*0 for all wE IR , then If I+pý2ý- GBGB >_ , 

T *_ I+ pC(iw-A)-1 
D0 

- BBT (iw_A) 1CT 
ý0, for all w EIR. Now adding 

lE 
and subtracting iwPI to (3.19) we have 

T 
(iw-A)P1 + P, (-iw-AT) + pP1 CTCP1 --=0 

E2 

Pre and post-multiplying this equation by �pC(iw-A)-l, �p(iw-A)*-ICT 

we have 

pCPI(iw-A)*-1CT + pC(iw-A)-1P1CT + p2C(iw-A)-IP1CTcP1(iw-A)*-lCT 

- pC(iw-A)-1 
DD 

T 
(iw-A) -1CT =0 

E2 

Completing the square and subtracting the term CpC(iw-A)-1BBT(iw-A)*-l CT] 

on both sides we have 

[I+pCP1(iw-A)*-1CT]*CI+PCP (iw-A)*-ICT]-pC(iw-A)-1BBT(iw-A)*-1CT 

=I+p 
ý2ý 

- GBGB ?0, by assumption. (3.22) 

We now establish an identity to be used in conjunctionwith (3.22). The 

following identity is obvious: 

((iw-A)* + pCTCPI)(iw-A)*-1CT 

= CT(I + pCPI(iw-A)*-1CT) 
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and premultiplying by BT((iw-A)* + PCTCPI)-1 , postmultiplying by 

(I + pCPI(iw-A)*-1 CT)-1 we obtain 

BT(1w-A)*-1 CT (I+pCP-A*-1CT -1 _ BT *T -1 T 
1(iw) ) ((iw-A) +pC CP1) C (3.23) 

We multiply (3.22) on the left by CI + pCPI(iw-A)*-1 CTI*-1 and on the 

right by CI + pCPI(i(, rA)*-1CT1-1 to get the inequality 

I-p[I+pCPI(lw-A)*-1CT3*-lC(iw-A)-1BBT(iw-A)*-1CT[I+pCPI(iw-A)*-1CTI-1 >0, 

which, by using (3.23), is equivalent to 

I-pC(iw-A + pP1CTC)-1BBT(-iw-AT+PCTCP1)-1CT >_ 0, 

for all wER. Taking account of the definition of Al above we see 

that this last inequality is just (3.21). We thus have a solution oP >0 

to equation (3.20). Consequently we have a solution P' to (3.18) with 

property Re A(A-pCTCAP) >_ 0 or Re a(AT-pCTCP) z0, which is P- 1 
P+ satisfying (3.18) with the property Re a(AT_PCTCP+) <_ 0 is proven 

similarly. 
w 

That any other real symmetric solution P satisfies PP <_ P+ 

follows on application of lemma 3.5. 

Finally, suppose I+pG- GBGB > oGG* for some d>0 
*E 

then I+p 
GD2D 

- GBGB 0. So for Ps such that 
E1 

T 
APi +P AT - ppiOTOps + 

Dý 
- BBT - JI =0, and P such that 

'T 

AP + PAT - pPCTCP + 
DD 

- BBT =0 we have by lemma 3.5 P< Pý P+ <P 
E 
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so that P< P+ . In turn this implies, for P+, P satisfying 

(3.18) that 

(A-pP+CTC)(P+-P) + (P+-P)(A T-pcTCP+) 

+ p(P+-P) CTC(P+-P )=0. 

Using observability of [A, C], we have Re A(A-PP +CTC) 
<0. The 

proof that Re x(A-PP CTC) >0 is along similar lines. 

We proceed now with our main aim, in other words that of improving 

the complex stability radius, or more precisely that of choosing F so 

that YA + DF; B, C) >_ r, (A; B, C) . We suppose that (3.10) has a negative 

definite real symmetric solution, K. The following theorems show how 

K may be used to improve the stability radius. We first state the 

following result on Lyapunov equations. 

Lemma 3.12 (Theorem 11.3, [111) 

If Re a(A) <0, then ATQ + QA +M=0 has a unique solution Q 

Furthermore the solution, Q, will be given by the convergent integral 

Q= eA 
tMeAt. dt . 

J0 T 
(3.24) 

Theorem 3.13 

Suppose (3.10) is satisfied by K<0, then the matrix 
T 

(A + 
DDK) is asymptotically stable. 

E 

Proof: For convenience we rewrite (3.10) by setting P= -K >0. 
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Then %,: e have P>0 satisfying 

PA + ATP + PCTC + PBBTP - 
PDD TP=D 

E2 

Which by adding and subtracting the term 
PDDTP 

on the LHS becoinies 
s 

P(A - 
ODTP) 

+ (A - 
ODTP)TP 

+ PCTC+PBBTP + 
POTP 

=0. (3.25) 
E2 E2 c2 

For the system 

T 
i= (A - 

ýý2P)x 
, x(0) = x0 e Kn 9 (3.26; 

set v(x) _ <x, Px> (<",, > the standard inner product on K") , then 

00 P 0D P v(x) _ <i:, Px> + <x, PX> = 2 
)x, Px> + <x, P(A- )x> <(A- 2 

EC 
DDP ýý P T )+ (A- ) P7x> <x, CP(A- 

2 e2 E 

by (3.25) = -<x, (pCTC + PBBTP + 
P0ý ) x> 

E 

< 0, under our standing assumptions on 

the pair LA, C] . So v(x) is a Lyapunov function for (3.26) with 

v(x )<0 so by Lyapunov's asymptotic stability theorem 
T DD P 

T 0 (A is asymptotically )<0 for stable, i. e. Re a(A - 

all eigenv alues ?; 

Consequently, by lemma 3.12, using (3.24) we have 

(A-DD TP)Tt (A-DDTP)t 
2T2 

P=eE [cCTC+PBBTP + 
PDD Pie E dt 

"0 
This completes the proof. 
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We have thus established the stability of (A + 
DD T K) 

; the 
E2 

next theorem shows that for F=DT 2K we have r, (A+DF; B, C) >�p 
e 

Theorem 3.14 

If (3.10) is satisfied by K<0, then for the asymptotically 

DDTK DDTK *-1 T DDTK -1 )B> stable matrix (A +) we have I- pB 
T (it-A- 

E2)C 
C(iw-A- 

E2 E2 T for all w EA. This implies �p <_ r, (A+DDK/c ; B, C) 

Proof: We have the existence of K satisfying 

-KA-ATK + pCTC + KBBTK -T 
KDD K=0 

TK 
so adding and subtracting both iwK and 

KDD 
on the LHS we have 

E 

DDTK DDTK *K TC+KBB TK+ KDDTK 
=03.27 K(iw-A- 

E2)+ 
(iw-A- 

E2 
)+p C 

e2 
() 

Setting A= (iw-A- DDT K) for notational simplicity, (3.27) becomes 

e 

KAW +A* 
WK 

+ pCTC + KBBTK + 
KDDTK 

=0 
ET 

We premultiply this by BTAw*-1 , and postmultiply by Aw-'B to get 

BTA*-1 KB + BT K-lB + pBTA*-IC 
TCA-1B 

wwww 

+ BTA-1KBBTKA-1B + BTA*-1 KDDTK A-16 =0 
W c2 W 

This last expression shows that I- pBTA CA- 
1B= 

WW 

I+ BTAw-lKB + BTKA-1B + BTA*-1KBBTKA-IB +BTAý1 
KDDTK A-1B 

r2 
W 
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and completing the square on the RHS we have 

= CI + BTKAw1BI*[I + BTKAWIB] + 
12 (DTKA-IB)*(DTKAWIB) 
C 

>- 0, for all weR, thus completing the proof. 

The picture given by the two previous theorems is that we wish to 

increase the parameter p above r2(A; B, C) whilst maintaining the 

strict negativity of the solution K of (3.10) - though in this respect 

we cannot do better than the necessary condition of proposition 3.10. 

For Ep<r, (A; B, C) we have from arguments using theorem 

2.21, theorem 5 110], real symmetric solutions K+, K of (3.10) such 

that K+ sK<K<0 (K is any other real symmetric solution). Setting 

K= P-1 we have solutions P+, P of (3.18) such that P <_ P+ <0, and 

any other real symmetric solution, P, is such that PZP. Thus 

motivated, we restrict our attention to P in (3.18) given by proposition 

3.11. Theorem 3.17 below shows that, provided 

I+ Pl 
GD2D 

_ GBGB >_ CGG* for some d>0, it is best for increasing p 
E1 

to let E0 in (3.18). 

We first give two propositions showing how P-, P+, K-, K+ behave 

with respect to p, e where P+, P are the maximal, minimal (respectively) 

solutions of (3.18) and K= P-1 . 

Proposition 3.15 

If I+p 
Gý2D 

- GBGB >_ öGG* for some 6>0 then for P+, P 
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satisfying (3.18) we have dP 
<_ 0, dP 

>_ 0, dP 
<0, 

dP 
>_ 0. 

dp dp de de 

Moreover, if P is nonsingular then setting K= P-1 we have 

dK+>0 dK 
<0 

dK+> 0 dK 
:50 

dp dp dE de 

Proof: Set a=1, so AP + PAT - pPCTCP + aDDT- BBT=O, so that 
E2 

TTT AdP + dPA - dpPCCP - pdPCCP - PPCTCdP + daDDT =0 Setting da =0 

we have 

(A-pPCTC)dP + dP(A-pPCTC)T - dPPCTCP =0 

and so 
dP 

<0, 
dP 0. Similarly setting dp =0 we have 

dp dp 

dP 
?0, 

d P- 0. This shows the first part. 
da da 

If P is nonsingular then setting K= P-1 we have dK = -P-1dPP-1 

So dK 
>0, 

dK 
<_ 0, dK 

<0, 
dK 0, which completes the proof. 

dp dp da da 

Using the decomposition P= oP + PI as in proposition 3.11 we may 

obtain further information by calculating the derivatives of AP, P1 . 
These are not sign definite in general. We take for the sake of discussion 

the solution p1 <0 of 

APB + P1AT - pP1CTCPý +T=0 (3.28) 
E 
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with Re A(AS) >0, where A, = A-pP1CTC , and AP ?0 of 

ASAP + APAý - PAPCTCAP - BBT =0 (3.29) 

with Re A(A2) >0, where A2 =A- pPCTC = Aj-pnPCTC . 

From (3.28) we have, as in the previous proposition, 

dP co -A t -ATt 

dp 

Jo 
e PýCTCP, e 

1. dt ý0 (3.30) 

From (3.29) 

(-A2)dAP+doP(-A2)T+p(dPjCTCAP+oPCTCdP, )+dp(PCTCP-P1 CTCPI) =0. 

Using (3.30) the term p(dPi CTCAP + oPCTC 
dP1) 

becomes 
dp dp 

rm -A t -ATt - -A t -ATt 
PICTCPI -Je1 P1CTCP1e I 

. dt 4-A2 

Je1 PJCTCPýe 1 At 
00 

So we have: 

Proposition 3.16 

If I+p 
Gý2D 

- GBGB >_ 6GG 

solution P of (3.18) 

for some 6>0 then for the 

dP -A t -ATt 1= jw 
e1 PJCTCPý e1 . dt ?0 

dp 0 

and 
AA 

-P satisfies the Lyapunov equation 
dp 
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TTt 

(-A2) doP 
+ 

do: ( -A2)T - 
Ie-A1 t 

P1CTCP1eA1 
t 

. dt AZ-A2Te 
-A1 t 

P1CTCP1eA1 
. dt + 

dp dp 0 

PCTCP =0. 

Theorem 3.17 

We suppose I+p, 
[GDGD 

2- 
GBGB >_ ö. 

* for some d>0 If for 
El 

equation (3.18) when p= p1 ,e= el we have P<0 then for all 

pe 10, p11 ,E< el we have P<0. 

Proof: We take (3.18) for p1, e1, P1 and for p2, E2, P2 . On 

subtraction of these two equations: 

(P1 -P2)AT + A(PI-P2) - PIPI CTCPl + p2P2CTCP2 + (1 '7 -- )DDT =0, or 
2 

(P1 -P2)(AT-p2CTCP -ý + (A-p2P2CTC)(Pl'P2) - P2(Pl-P2)CTC(P1 -P2) 

- (pl-P2 )P1 CTCP1 + (E2 - 
12)DDT 

=0 

12 

Under the conditions of the theorem and the fact that Re X(A-p2P2CTC) >0 

we have P2 <_ P1 <0 The fact that the strict fdc of the theorem 

statement holds means by proposition 3.11 that P2 cannot escape to 

minus infinity. The proof is thus complete. 

Of course this theorem does not answer the question of exactly by 

how much we may increase p. We say some more on this aspect after we 

have made some observations on how we might solve (3.10) as ei0. The 
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first concerns the behaviour of K as E falls. For convenience we 

transform (3.10) to the form (by setting P= -K) 

T 
PA + ATP + PCTC + PBBTP - 

PDDTP 
=0. (3.31) 

By the above we have (P-)-> >0 satisfying this latter 

equation. We consider also the differential Riccati equation 

T 
P+ ATP + PA + PCTC + PBBTP - 

PDD2P 
=0, P(T; T) =0, (3.32) 

E 

and state the following two lemmas regarding it, [8]. We note the 

dependence of P, P(t; T) on E by using PE, PE(t; T), respectively. 
(Here PL denotes lien PF(O; T), similarly K£ for lira KF (0; T)) 

T'iW Tyb 
Lemma 3.18 (Lemma A2, [81) 

For (3.32) PE(t; T) increases in the sense of positive definite 

matrices with decreasing t (providing it does not "blow-up"). 

The following lemma ensures the solution cannot escape to infinity. 

Lemma 3.19 (Lemma A3, [8]) 

Let (P_) 1 
=(P) 

1T 
be a nonnegative solution to (3.31). Then 

Pe(t; T) -EPi1for all tE CO, T] . 

Now for the finite horizon differential game we have 

iT(E'u'V) ° JT = J01iv1 T2 
' PI IYI I2 ' E2I uH I2"dt 
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If E<e then for all v 

max JT(e, u, v) < JT(e, u, v) <_ max JT(E, u, v) 
uu 

i. e. max JT(e, u, v) < max JT(E, u, v) 
uu 

Minimizing the RHS of (3.33) with respect to v(= v) , 

max JT(e, u, v) <_ max JT(E, u, v) 
uu 

whose LHS >_ min max JT(e, u, v) So we have 
vu 

min max JT(E, u, v) < min max JT(e, u, v) 
vuvu 

or from the standard finite time result , 

xTC-Pe(0; T)]x0 5 xT[-P-(0; T)]x0 1, 

i. e. Pe(O; T) >_ P-(O; T) . 

(3.33) 

Now, lim P (O; T) =P by definition of P. So we have that P 
TE CCE 

falls with e in the sense of positive definite matrices. Now, as 

PE(O; T) >_ 0 for all c, T so PE } P0(z 0) as e+0. So we have, 

in summary: 

Proposition 3.20 

Cons ide r the solution KE< 0 of (3.10). It has the 
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property KE- KO (where KO <_ 0) as e+0. _1 
Remark. By lemma A4, E) the solution K£ above is in fact (P-) 

We consider now how we might find K satisfying (3.10) as e0 

Co 
In view of Proposition 3.20 we might set K=EC ýKi in (3.10). On 

i=0 

substitution it is not difficult to show we are left to solve the pair 

of equations, as Ey0, 

K0A + ATK0 - pCTC - K0BBTK0 + K1 DDTK1 =0, (3.34) 

K0D=0 (3.35) 

The pair of equations (3.34), (3.35) may be reduced to a Riccati equation 

for KO 5 as we now show. 

By multiplying (3.34) on the left by DT , and by D on the right 

and using (3.35) we have 

p(CD)T(CD) = (DTK1 D)T(DTKI D) . 

I 

The LHS is an rxr matrix. If the pxr matrix CD has rank r (so 

necessarily p? r) then p(CD)T(CD) >0 and we may take the unique 

symmetric positive definite square root of (CD)T(CD) 
, denoted 

M-j = (M-J)T 
, M-j >0. So we may set 

DTK1D = �pM-ý (3.36) 

then we are left with (3.34) to solve for K0 , or multiplying on the 

right by D, and using (3.35) 

(K0A - pCTC)D = -KIDD 
TKID 
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so that by (3.36) 

(K0A - pc 
TD) DMA 

_ -K1D (3.37) 
�p 

Substituting in (3.34) we obtain 

K0A+ATK0-pCTC-K0BBTK0+(K0A-pCTC) 
DMD T 

(ATK0-PCTC) =0 
p 

or 

K0ACI-DMDTCTC7 + [I-DMDTCTC]TATK0 

TT 
- K0EBBT - 

ADpD AIK0 + pCT[CDMDTCT-I]C =0. (3.38) 

So we have: 

Proposition 3.21 

We suppose the pxr matrix CD has rank r. Then we can set 

as the unique symmetric positive definite square root of (CD)T(CD) 

00 
Then K=E e1 K. for e sufficiently small only if (3.38), (3.37) 

i=0 

can be solved for K0, K1 respectively. 

Before giving examples to illustrate our approach we make a remark 

concerning a situation where the parameter p can be increased no further. 

We assume an asymptotic analysis is possible in the next result, and for 

the rest of the section denote P-, K simply by P, K etc. We have 

the following result: 

Proposition 3.22 

For our solution K of (3.10) if o(A-BBTK + 
DD T K) 

n 1Jt ý0 then 
E 
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T 
there exists a destabilizing perturbation of norm �p to (A + 

DD 
-) 

E 

Proof: (3.10) can be rewritten 

K(A-BBTK + 
DDTK) 

+ (A-BB TK 
+ 

DD T 

TK)TK 
F2 r 

T 
- PCTC + KBBTK - 

KD2 K=0. (3.39) 
E 

Under our assumption there exist w cIR, xE do such that 

(A - BB TK+ DO TK 
)x =iwx 

E 

(3.40) 

Multiplying (3.39) on the left by x* , and on the right by x and 

using (3.40) we have 

x*Kiwx-iwx*Kx-PIICxll2 + JIBTKxII2 - 
I2 IIDTKxII2, = 0, or 
E 

pI I Cx112 + 
12 11 DTKxII2 = IIBTKxII2 (3.41) 

e 

Consider now the perturbation matrix 

E_ BTKx Cx 

11 Cx H 12 
(3.42) 

then (A + 
DDTK 

+ BEC)x = (A + 
DDTK)x 

- BBTKx = iwx , from (3.40). 
EeT 

Thus E of (3.42) destabilizes (A + 
DDK) Furthermore 

E2 

IIEyll `- 
JIBTKxll Ilyll 

so that IIEII < 
BTKx 

l lcxl iI icxi I 
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and for y= Cx 

(Cx)*(Cx)x*KBBTKx(Cx)*(Cx) 
IIECxI12 = (Cx)*E*E(Cx) _ 

llCxll4 

IHECxHI2 JIBTKxIl2 
So = 

I HcxI I2 I IcxI I2 
and combining these we have 

_ IIBTKxj I2 

IIEII2 = 
IIBTKxII2 

=P+1 
IID TKxII2 

(3.43) 

IIcx1I2 E2 IIcxII2 

by (3.41). Thus IIEII2 >_ p. We show that as. E+0 IIEII2 

With K= K0 + EKI + E2K2 + .., we have K0D=0 by (3.35). Also, 

setting x= x0 + Ex1 + E2x2 ,.. , we obtain from (3.40) that 

DDTK1 x0 =0. (3.44) 

Using (3.35) it is easy to see that 12 IIDTKxHH2 - IIDTK1X0II2 as Ey0 
E 

By (3.44) 12 JIDTKxjj2 }0 as e+0, and so from (3.43) we have 

IJEI12 ýp as E+0. This completes the proof. 

The following important theorem characterizes the situation where 

K escapes to minus infinity. 

Theorem 3.23 

Suppose I+pE 
Gý2D 

- GBGB > 6GG* for some 6>0, and K<0 
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of (3.10). Then the situation where a(A-BBTK +0 
TK) 

n IR 0 is 

equivalent to K escaping to minus infinity. 

Proof: First suppose we have a(A-BB 
TK 

+ 
Dom-T )n i1R 0 for K<0 

TE 
of KA+ATK-pCTC-KBBTK + 

KDV 
=0. If p< r2(A; B, C) then as E0 

T 
we have (A-BB TK 

+ 
DD2K)x 

= iwx 
, some w EIB ,xEn. Furthermore, 

c 
by theorem 3.17, K<0 and cannot escape to minus infinity or have 

T 
0E a(K) as E0. So we have K(A-BBTK +D 

TK)x 
= iwKx = (pCTC-ATK)x. 

E 

Set y= Kx and so we may set x= Py , and so (pCTCP-AT)y = iwy - 

which contradicts the strict fdc. So we have shownthat for 
T 

p< r2(A; B, C) that as E+0 the situation c(A-BB 
TK 

+ 
DDK) 

n it 0 
E2 

is impossible. We note, as in theorem 3.17, the strict fdc continues 

holding as 0. If we now increase p beyond rý(A; B, C) such that 

T 
o(A-BB 

TK 
+ 

DDTK) 
n >1 0 then as <_ 0 (by proposition 3.15) we 

E 
'a -P 

must have K. -- by reasoning the same way as above. This proves the 

theorem in one direction. 

T 
Suppose, on the contrary, that Q(A-BBTK + 

DDTK) 
c d_ Then as 

TT DDTK 
Q(A) cC we may set K==A tOTOe(A-BB K+2 dt, which 

C 
fo 

pe 

is a well defined expression on account of a(A) c T_ 

T 
a(A-BB 

TK 
+ 

DDK) 
T_ 

. 
This completes the proof. 

e 

We end this section with a general remark concerning the results 

presented in it. Using a particular negative 
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definite real symmetric solution K to a Riccati equation 

T 
KA + ATK - PCTC - KBBTK + 

KDDTK 
_0, 

e 

we have constructed a feedback 

F= DTK/E2 9 
(3.45) 

to our nominally stable system which is stabilizing (Theorem 3.13) and 

which has certain robustness improving properties (Theorem 3.14). We 

have shown (Theorem 3.17) that to have greatest effect the weighting 

parameter e in the Riccati equation should go to zero - thus creating 

a high-gain type feedback. The question of how good a robustness 

improvement actually is achieved is answered by Proposition 3.22 and 

Theorem 3.23. 

We end by noting that for the more general Riccati equation 

KA + ATK +Q= K(BR-1BT - cs 1 cT)K 9 (3.46) 

the existence of real symmetric solutions in some closed ball may be 

investigated by the use of Brouwer's fixed point theorem (see for example 

page 161, [131). In fact, such a technique is used by the authors of 

the paper [141 in order to establish the existence of solutions to 

coupled Riccati equations. 

3.4 SOME NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In this section we illustrate the ideas of the previous section. 

We concentrate on a simple case in which n=2, p=2, m=2, r=1, 
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so that 

AE IR2"2 (3.47) 

B=12, (3.48) 

C=12, (3.49) 

D= [11 . (3.50) 

This is the so-called unstructured case studied in [6]. 

We start by solving (3.10), and seek an asymptotic expansion for 

the solution K(< 0) of the form K0 + eK1 + ... . We proceed directly, 

though we note that in this case the assumptions of proposition 3.2 1 are 

satisfied. We have: 

KOD =0, (3.51) 

K0A + ATKO-pCTC-K0BBTK0 + KI DDTK1 =0. (3.52) 

all a12 k1 k2 k11 k12 
Setting A=, K0 = K1 

a21 a22 k2 k3 k12 k22 

we obtain from (3.51) that 

00 
K0 = (3.53) 

0 k3 

From (3.52) 

00 all a12 
+ 

all a21 00 

0 k3 a21 a22 a12 a22 0 k3 
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p00000 

0p0 k3 0 k3 

[k11 k12 10 k11 k12 

0 (3.54) 

Lk12 k22 00 k12 k22 

or, on expansion, 

-p+k2 =0 , (a) 

a21k3 + kllk12 =0, (b) (3.55) 

2a22k3-p-k3+k12 =0. (c) 

For (3.55) (a) we may take k11 = -�p in which case 

k12 = a21k3//p in (3.55)(b). Finally to satisfy (3.55)(c) we must 

solve: 

2 
(apl - 1)k2 + 2a22k3 -p=0 

or 

_ 
-a ±a2+a2 

k 22 22 21 -p 
3' 

(app - 1) 

In view of (3.53), (3.55) we have 

00 �p k12 

K=+ 

0 k3 k12 k22 
+ ... , 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 
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so that we want k3 <0 in (3.56) 

(by examination of (3.56)): 

a22 <0p< a21 , k3 <0; 

This is achieved as follows 

(a) 

a22 <0, a2 1<p< a21 + a22 1 k3 <0 (2 distinct solutions); (b) (3.58) 222 

a22 >0, p< a21 , k3 <0; (c) 

a22 >0, a21 <p< a21 + a22 , no k3 <0. (d) 

It is clear that these values k3 of (3.58) give solutions K 

of (3.56) that we seek from the arguments of section 3.3. We see 

(Appendix A) that in the case a22 <0 that as p -+ a21 k3 remains 

finite. This illustrates the situation in the previous section that K 

does not escape to minus infinity. On the other hand if a22 >0 then 

as p+ a21 K does indeed escape to minus infinity. In the case (3.58) 

(b) where there are two distinct negative solutions for k3 , we have: 

-a -�a2 +a2 -p k3 = 
22 22 21 (least negative solution) 

(apl - 1) 

k2 _ 
-a22 + , 

/x222 + a21 
32 

ßa21 
P 

, (most negative solution) 
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We have 
dk2 

dp 

2a2 
apl 

-1)j(a+a21-p)- +ý-a22+ a22+a21-p 
21 

22 
)- 

P 
>0, 

and 

2 

(a21 ý)2 
P 

2 a2 a21 22-22_ 21 
dk3 p -1)ia22+a21-p) + i'a22' a22+a21 p) 

p2 <O' 
dp 2 

ßa21 _1)2 P 

for all p (Appendix B). Lyapunov arguments in proposition 3.15 show 

k3 to be the solution we take in order to be consistent with the 

arguments of the previous section. 

In (3.58) we see that we can only have a solution k3 <0 when 

ps a21 + a22 . This is, in fact, the necessary condition given by 

proposition 3.10, that as E+0 

+p 
GD2D 

_ GBGB ?0, for all w E]R . 
(3.59) 

E 

This is easily shown. We have: 

-1 
0) 

(iw-A)*-1 z0 I+p 
{(iw-A)'( [1/ce 0 

0001 

or 2 
-E O 

(iw-A)(iw-A)* +p2 >_ 0 

0 -1 
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or 

1w-ail -a12 -iw-ail -a2ý 
1-E2 

+p2 E20 
-a21 iw-a22 -a12 -iw-a22 0 -1 

or (for all we IR) 

a21 + a22 + w2 zp 22 

or 
22 

p a21 + a22 

We can characterize (3.59) in another way, as we now show. 

We can now obtain an alternative characterization of (3.59), as 

e+0. We have: 

* GG p> GB GB - 
G2G 

, for all wF -IR 
e 

It is clear that for this to hold as e+0 then equivalently 

I 
2t max JIGBx11 2 

subject to the constraints IJxJJ =1, Gpx =0, or p 

p> maxCHIGgxII2 + 2<A, Gpx> - v'lxll` ]ý (3.60) 

where <", "> and II"II denote inner products and norms, respectively, 

on appropriately dimensioned vectors with values in d. The quantities 

a, v are Lagrange multipliers, and without loss of generality Ilxij =1 
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Performing the differentiation on the RHS of (3.60) we obtain the 

following necessary conditions 

GBGB -v GD x 

=0 (3.61) 

GD0a 

Considering (3.61), taking inner products in the first equation and 

using the second equation, it is easy to see that JIGBxII 2=v 

We thus have: 

Proposition 3.24 

The frequency domain condition 

GG 
p- GBGg + 

DGD 
>_ 0, for all w EIR 

E2 

is equivalent to > 
>_ v and the conditionsilxii =1 P 

GBGB-v GD x 

=0. 
Gp 0 

In our example, we have 

GBGBx- vx + Gpa =0, 

Gpx=0. 

I 
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So (iw-A) (iw-A) 1x- 
vx + (iw-A)-111]x =0, 

[1,0i(iw-A)*-lx =0. 

zý 0 
So, if (iw-A)*_ I 

x= Lz2 =z= z2 , and 

(iw-A)-lz - v(iw-A)*z + (iw-A)-11x] =0 

or z*[I - v(iw-A)(iw-A)*Jz + z*CAJ =0 

*10** 
[021 

or [0, z2J( 01-v w2+a21+a22 z= 0 

1 
or v= 

w2+a +a 2122 

from which we obtain the same answer as before. 

The question of optimality in this example is easily answered. 

If a22 >0 we can guarantee an unstructured stability radius of at 

least ja211 
. Inspection of the A-matrix shows clearly that there 

exists a perturbation of norm ja211 which is destabilizing, so that 

our answer is optimal. If a22 <0 we can guarantee an unstructured 

stability radius of at least a21 + a22 Again we see that there 

exists a perturbation of norm a21 + a22 that is destabilizing, hence 

optimality. 

We now give some concrete examples to illustrate the calculations 

made in this section. 
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Example 3.25 

1-2 2 
AB=C= I2 , 

-3 -1 

the unstructured stability radius is 

this to �10 ti 3.162 . 

D=. Here a22 <0, and 
0 

�2.07 ti 1.439 . We can increase 

Example 3.26 

-2 31 
A=, B=C=ID 

-17/24 120 

The uncontrolled stability radius is ti 0.0328 

dramatically to 17/24 ti 0.708 . 

Example 3.27 

Here we have a22 >0. 

This can be improved 

I 

1-4 21 
A= 

-3 1, 
B=C=12, D=0. Here a22 >0. The 

uncontrolled unstructured stability radius can easily be shownto be 

1 ti 0.366 . By our methods we may increase this radius to 3 

with our feedback. 

In example 3.27 the uncontrolled complex stability radius is 

substantially improved by the use of control action. From the results 

outlined in Chapter 2 on the relation of the complex stability radius 

to the norm of a "convolution" map, we see that the norm of this map can 

be made arbitrarily close to the value 1/3 from above. This is indeed 
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an interesting comparison to the HOO-norm minimization we carried out 

in Chapter 1 using this same example. Here we showed that no dynamic 

feedback could get the HOO-norm below 0.33 (the value 0.33 being 

chosen to "represent" 1/3 in view of the iterative solution procedure 

we were required to go through in the case where the "number of outputs" 

exceeds the "number of inputs"). In the next section we state under what 

conditions an infinite improvement in the complex structured stability 

radius may be expected, giving examples to illustrate. 

Finally, we note that the complex stability radii in the above 

examples may be calculated using the formulae for general 2x2 matrices 

given in the next chapter. 

3.5 NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR INFINITE ROBUSTNESS 

In this section we look at the complex structured Stability radius 

as characterized by the reciprocal of the norm of the "convolution" map 

(see Chapter 2). The problem of regulating an arbitrarily large stability 

radius is thus equivalent to that of regulating an arbitrarily small norm 

for the "convolution" map by choice of state feedback. To show when this 

is possible we can use those results of [30] relating to a certain 

"disturbance decoupling problem". In order to be able to do this we 

introduce certain subspaces of the state space that are essential for the 

characterization. We start off with the system introduced earlier in this 

chapter, 

x= Ax + Du + Bv, x(0) = x0 , 

y= Cx . 
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If we set u= Fx we obtain 

x=AFx+ By ,x (O) = x0 , 
(3.62) 

y=Cx . 

We give now some definitions and theory that will be used. For 

the standard system 

x=Ax+Du 
, x(0) =x0, 

a subspace VcX is said to be a (controlled) invariant subspace if 

for all x0 EV there exists an admissible control u(t) such that 

x(t) eV for all t. A subspace Va cX is said to be an almost 

(controlled) invariant subspace if for all x0 E Va and c>0 there 

exists an admissible control u(t) such that d(x(t), Va) <c for all 

t. (Here the distance of the point x to a subspace, L is defined 

by d(x, L) 4 inf (ix-yll) 
y¬L 

A subspace RcX is a controllability subspace if for all 

x0, xl ER, there exists a time T>0 and control u(t) such that 

x(t) ER for all t and x(T) = xl .A subspace Ra cX is an almost 

controllability subspace if for all x0, x1 e Ra there exists a time 

T>0 and a control u(t) such that for all >0 d(x(t), Ra) <_ e for 

all t and x(T) =x11 

We denote V, R, Va , Ra as respectively the set of (controlled) 

invariant subspaces, controllability subspaces, almost (controlled) 

invariant subspaces, and almost controllability subspaces using the 
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notation V(K) , R(K) ,a (K) , Ra(K) for those that are contained 

in a given subspace KcX. It is clear that RcVc Va and 

RcRc Va . The following result regarding the above holds: 

Proposition 3.28 (Theorem 1,1301 ) 

V, R, Va ,R are closed under subspace addition. Also 

sup V(KVK EV 

sup R(K) RK ER 

sup a(K)° 
Va, K Va 

sup Ra(K) _° Ra, K ER 

In order to find the subspaces V. RV , Va, K , and Ra, K the 

following two results are useful. We denote Im D by 'Q in the 

following algorithm. 

Proposition 3.29 (Proposition 2, [30]) 

Setting 

VK+1 =Kn A-1 (VK + []) ; VK =X, 

and 

RK+l =Kn (ARK + 0) ; R0 _ {0} 

Then VK is monotone nonincreasing; moreover, 
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dim K+l VK = UK l im VK , and 
k- 

{VK+1 = vK} => {VK = VK} 

Similarly RK is monotone nondecreasing; moreover, 

R k' 
_ RK 1im Rk , and 

k- 

{RK+l = RK} => {RK = RK} 

In terms of the quantities VK , RK iteratively defined in 

proposition 3.29, the subspaces VK ' RK ' Va, K ' Ra, K are given 

by the next result. 

Proposition 3.30 (Theorem 3, [30]) 

UK = VK , 

Ra, K=RK, 

a, K V= VK + RK , and 

* Co Co Co 
RK=VKnRK=VRoo =RVCo 

KK 

The distance in the Lp-sense (for 1sp< co) from a point 

x0 EX to a subspace KcX is defined as follows: 

d (x , K) °= inf IHd(x("), K)II 
P0 U(, ) LP 

x(0)=x0 

with ýý"ýý 
P 

denoting the standard norm of a function in LP 
L 
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We define further the following two quantities VP,,, , Rp, K 
We have 

p, K = {x0 EX: dp(x0, K) = 0} 

as the supremal Lp-almost invariant subspace "contained" in K, and 

RP, K =R 
a, Vp, K 

as the supremal LP-almost controllability subspace "contained" in K. 

The following result shows the invariance of these sets to the 

integer p. 

Proposition 3.31 (Theorem 10, [301) 

For 1 <_ p< Rp, K = AR: +p and 

Vp, V = Rp, K + VK = AVa, k +p+ Va, K 

Proposition 3.31 thus justifies the use of the following notation: 

***p* 

\Rb, V = Reek 3 Vb, V = Vp'V 

These two quantities are crucial in the following development. To compute 

them we again use an algorithm: 

Proposition 3.32 (Proposition 3, [301) 

Consider the iterative scheme 
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SK+1 =Q+ A(K n SK) ; S0 = {0} K 

Then SK is monotone nondecreasing; moreover, 

SK im K+1 
= Sm K =° lim SK , and 

k- 

{SK+1 = SK} _> {SK = SK} 

Propositions 3.29,3.32 thus yield algorithms by which VK 

00 CO RK , and SK may be computed. These three quantities are exactly 

what we require for proposition 3.30 and the next result, proposition 

3.33. 

Proposition 3.33 (Theorem 11, [307) 

We have 

b, K = SK 

and 
* 00 co 
b, K = SK + VK 

. 

t 

In the case where dim Q >_ codim K we have a more direct result, 

which we now note. 

Proposition 3.34 (Theorem 15, [301 

If dim 0 >_ codim K we have 

Va, K =K; and 

VbK = AK +K+0 
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The material so far developed can now be used in the characterization 

of "disturbance decoupling" we require for our purposes. For the system 

of (3.62) we describe (as in [30]) three types of disturbance decoupling - 

the third of which will be of particular interest to us. The first type 

is the standard concept, the system of (3.62) being disturbance decouplable 

(DDP) if there exists a feedback F such that for 

(0 t AF(t-s) 
y(t) =J Ce Bv(s). ds (3.63) 

we have y(t) =0 for all admissible v(. ) and t? 0 It is well 

known that this will be the case iff 

imBcVkerC' 

where we note that Vker C can be computed using the characterization 

given in proposition 3.30. 

We say that for (3.62) (ADDP)p - the almost disturbance decoupling 

problem in the LP-sense is solvable if for all E>0 there exists a 

feedback F such that IlyIILP `- Ed IvIILP 
, and finally if we add the 

condition that for any given M one has also Re a(AF) <_ M then we are 

speaking of (ADDPS) 
p- 

the almost disturbance decoupling problem with 

strong stabilization. We thus have the result from [30] which gives 

necessary and sufficient conditions for both problems: 

Theorem 3.35 (Theorem 16, [30]) 

We have {(ADDP)p is solvable} iff {im Bc Vb, ker C} " 
Also 



{(ADDPS)p is solvable} iff {im Bc Rb, ker C and (A, D) is a 

controllable pair) . 

The computations required in this result may be achieved using 

proposition 3.33. We are clearly particularly interested in whether 

the conditions for (ADDPS) 
p are satisfied. The following numerical 

examples illustrate how this theory may be used to check whether this is 

the case. 

Example 3.36 

For A arbitrary, D =C11 ,B=C= I2 , we have dim 0< codim ker C 

We have dim ker C=0 so Sker C= Sker C and 

Sker C= Sp[p] + A({0}) = spC0] 

Also 

Co = Aker C vker C {O} ' 

Thus 

ýb, ker C SP[0I Rb, ker C 

We thus have that im Bý Rb, ker ' so that in this example an infinite 

stability radius cannot be regulated. We note that the main example we 

have considered so far is therefore of this form. 

Example 3.37 

We take 
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01100 
A= , D= B= I C= 

-5 -2 0201 

Here dim ker C=1, and ker C= sp[ 
]. So we have S=S ker C ker C 

Using the iterative algorithm we have 

Sker C= spE0l + A({O)) = sp[ 
], 

Sker C= sp[ 
]+01 (spEl1) = sp{C'], EoII 

-5 -2 

We have further that Vker C Vker C and 

Aker 
C= sPCp1 n A1(sp{[Ö], [0]}) = sp[öI 

-2 
n sp = {0} . Aker C= sp[0 

5 ' 

So 

ýb, ker C- spilI ,C0D 

We therefore have im Bc Vb, ker C so that (ADDP) 
p 

is solvable, also 

im Bc Rb, ker C and (A, D) is controllable so that the stability radius 

may be made arbitrarily large for this example. Finally we note that 

im Bý Aker C so that the system is not disturbance decouplable. 

Example 3.38 

We consider finally 
-1/6 1/3 2/3 

A=0 -1/3 0 

L0 0 -1/2 

1 

D=0 
0 
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100100 
Bo00C=010 

010 L0 oo 

0 
In this case we have dim ker C=1, ker C= sp 0 

1 

A simple calculation gives 

1-6 -6 -8 
A-1 =0 -3 0 

00 -2 

In this case we have Soo 
er C' so ker C Sk2 

11 Sker 
C= Sp 10 

2 Sker C sP 0+ A({0}) = sp 0 
00 

2 and Aker C Aker C' 

10 Aker C= Sp 

11, 

201[, 
1 

V kerC=sP1 n A- (sp0 + Sp0 ) 

010 
=sp0n sp 0I 0 

1 i0 1 
0'' 

=Sp0 
1 

We conclude that im Bc Vb, ker C so that (ADDP) 
p 

is possible, 
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im Bý Rb, 
ker C so that the stability radius may not be made 

arbitrarily large. Clearly im BýV 
ker C so that disturbance 

decoupling is not possible. 

We have thus shown under what conditions an arbitrarily large 

stability radius can be regulated - the numerical examples given serving 

to illustrate how the various conditions can be checked. We note that in 

[31) the author shows how sequences of feedbacks solving such problems may 

be constructed - in general (like our feedback constructed from a solution 

of a certain nonstandard Riccati equation) they are of a "high-gain" nature. 

3.6 APPENDICES 

In the case where a22 <0 or a22 >0 we have ' 

k3 = 

22 
-a22 a22 + a21 _p 

2 

(aPl - 1) 

If a22 <0 we have, when p= a21 , both numerator and denominator of 

k3 are zero. Application of ]'Hospital's Rule shows that as p-+ a21 

the same limit exists (p + a21 or p1 a21) and is equal to the solution 

for k3 when p= a21 , which is 

a2 21/2a22 

In the case a22 >0 we see that as pt a21 , k3 4 -W 
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AnnrninTV n 

We show dk1/dp <0 Considering the numerator 

22 

(apl -1(a22+a21-p) + (-a22- a22+a21- P)22 
P 

Set 6= a2� 1+ a22 -p then we have 2 

22 
62_ 

pd22) 
1+ (-a22-6)d? 

2 
P 

Or p(02-d 
22) 

+ (-a22-6)20a21 

or (a21+a 22-e2)(e2-a22) 
-2ea21(a22+e) 

or (a21+a22-e2)(e-a22)(e+a22) -2ea21(a22+e) 

1-a22)(e-a22) + 2ea21] or -(e+a22)[(e2-a2 222 

or -(e+a22)Ce3-a22e2 + (a21-a22)e + a22(a21 + a22)] 

or -(e+a22)2[e2-2a220 + a21 + a22] 22 

or -(e+a22)2C(e-a22)2 + a213 <0 

as required. 
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4. FURTHER REMARKS ON STABILITY RADII 

4.1 STABILITY RADII AND RICCATI EQUATIONS 

In this section we make some further comments on the destabilization 

of systems via solutions of Riccati equations. We follow largely the 

approach and notation given in Chapter 2. 

In Chapter 2 the Riccati equation 

PA + ATP - OCTC - PBBTP =09 (4.1) 

was considered and its relation to the complex structured stability radius 

ra was shown. In fact proposition 2.22 and theorem 2.21 of Chapter 2 

give this relationship. From proposition 2.22 we have for the real 

symmetric solution P of (4.1) that: 

(BTP(iw-A)-1B+I)*(BTP(iw-A)-1B + I) = 

I- pBT(iw-A)-1*CTC(iw-A)-IB , 

for all wE IR 
. 

(4.2) 

From proposition 2.17 of Chapter 2 we have 

1 
rQ = C(iw-A)-1B 0 

max IJC(iw-A)-'BII 
wdR 

Let w, be this maximum so that 

rQ = 

IIC(iW0-A)-1 BII 
(4.3) 
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If we let uE Qm be the corresponding vector such that we have: 

lullt = r2u*BT(iw0-A) CTC(iwC-A)-IBu (4.4) 

From (4.2), (4.4) we obtain by premultiplying by u* , and post- 

multiplying by u and adding 

J(BTP(iw0-A)-IB + I)ull 2 

_ (rý-p)IIC(iwo-A)-1Bull2 

or 

II(BBTP(iw0-A)-1 + I)BuII2 

2 IIBII2(rT-p)IIC(iw0-A)-1Bull 

or 

II(BBTP + iw0-A)(iw3-A)-1Bull 2 

`- IIBII2(r2-p)IIC(iwo-A)-1Bull 2 

so that as p}r, , for some eigenvalue a of (A-BBTP) 

A(A-BBTP) + iw0 

We thus have for some xc Cn 

(A-BBTP)x = iw0x . (4.5) 

The Riccati equation (4.1), for p= r2 , can be rewritten 

P(A-BB TP) 
+ (A-BB TP)TP 

- r2CTC + PBBTP =0 
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so by premultiplying by x* , postmultiplying by x and using 

(4.5) we have 

x*Piw0x-iw0x*Px - r2IIcxI12 + JIBTPxIJ2 =0 (4.6) 

Set D= -BTPx Cx (4.7) 
iiCxii 

then 

(A + BDC)x = Ax-BB TPx 
= iw0x , 

from (4.5), so that D of (4.7) is destabilizing. 

We proceed by finding IIDII 
. We have for all yE Qp 

DYI I<J 
IBTpxI II ICxI II IYI I_ 

rI Iyjj I 
IICXII2 

from (4.6), so that 

(DII `- rT " 
(4.8) 

For y= Cx , 

IInrvl12 = 
(Cx)*(Cx)x*PBBTPx(Cx)*(Cx) 

vvn 

IICXII4 

= r, IICxII2 
, by (4.6). From this and (4.8) 

we have IIDII = rý . We may summarize this as: 

Proposition 4.1 

-BTPx Cx)* 
The perturbation matrix D= IICx is destabilizing and of III 
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norm rT . It is, in general, complex. 

We next consider the question of how we might construct a real 

destabilizing perturbation of a certain norm. This may be done under 

certain conditions as we now show. 

Proposition 4.2 

Suppose there exists a real (possibly nonsymmetric) solution P 

of (4.1) with 0E o(A-BB 
TP) 

. There then exists a real destabilizing 

perturbation of norm �p 
. 

Proof: We rewrite (4.1) as 

P(A-BB TP) 
+ (A-BB TP)TP 

- PCTC + PTBBTP =0. (4.9) 

Under the assumptions of the proposition there exists xcn such that 

(A-BB TP)x 
=0, 

so premultiplying (4.9) by xT , and postmultiplying by x we have 

pIJCxJj2 = JIBTPxJJ2 

Set 

(4.10) 

-BTPx(Cx)T 
D= (4.11) 

1l x112 
then 

(A + BDC)x = Ax - BBTPx =0 

so that D of (4.11) is destabilizing. We also have 
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IlDyll 
JIBTPXII l yll 

IIcxlI 
= �p II .vII, 

from (4.10), so IID11 <_ �p 
. For y= Cx , 

IDcxl II IBTPxI I 
_= �p 

Ilcxll IICxII 
from (4.10). 

So we have JIDII = �p 
. This completes the proof. 

The existence of nonsymmetric solutions of (4.1) seems to be a 

largely uninvestigated area. Indeed, the motivation behind proposition 

4.2 was from a general 2x2 matrix case which revealed the existence 

of nonsymmetric solutions of (4.1) - we say more about this subsequently. 

We first make some general comments on the existence of nonsymmetric 

solutions of (4.1). The following general remark gives necessary and 

sufficient conditions and is found in [18]. The nxn equation considered 

is 

KA+ATK - KBBTK+Q =0, (4.12) 

and Q= QT . From (4.12) we may form the Hamiltonian matrix 

IA -BBT 
H=T (4.13) 

-Q -A 

We then have the following proposition: 
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Proposition 4.3 (Theorem 1, [183) 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of real 

solutions of (4.12) and the set of n-dimensional H-invariant subspaces 

which are complementary to the n-dimensional subspace 

sp 1IJ. 

(Here, as in the previous chapter, sp denotes the column span of a 

matrix). 

This correspondence assigns the invariant subspace S(K) = sp[l] 

to the solution K The matrix of the restriction of H to S(K) with 

respect to the basis given by the columns of [K] is A-BBTK . Furthermore, 

K is symmetric if and only if xTJy =0, for all x, y E S(K) , where 

J is the 2nx2n matrix [_0 07 

We note that a subspace, S, of ¢22n such that xTJy =0, for 

all x, y ES, is called Lagrangian. Hence proposition 4.3 gives a 

one-to-one correspondence between the set of real solutions of (4.12) and 

the set of n-dimensional Lagrangian H-invariant subspaces complementary 

to sp[ 1 

This proposition gives a classification for all real solutions of 

(4.1). However, we seek to find nonsymmetric solutions by a more direct 

approach. We set P= Ps + Pk in (4.1) where Ps = PS (symmetric) and 

Pk = -Pk (skew-symmetric). Equation (4.1) becomes 

PSA + PkA + ATPS + ATPk - pCTC 

- PSBBTPS - PSBBTPk - PkBBTPs - PkBBTPk =0 
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or 

PSA + ATPS - PCTC - PSBBTPS - PkBBTPk 

=- CPk(A-BBTPS) + (A-BB TPS)TPk] (4.14) 

Inspection of (4.14) shows the LHS to be symmetric and the RHS to 

be skew-symmetric. Consequently if this equation is to be satisfied 

then both LHS and RHS must be zero, i. e. (4.14) becomes 

PSA + ATPS - pCTC - PSBBTPS - PkBBTPk =0 

Pk(A-BBTPS) + (A-BB TPS)TPk 
=0, 

which can be rewritten as 

PSA + ATPS - PCTC - PSBBTPS - PkBBTPk =0, (a) (4.15) 

Pk(A-BBTP) + (A-BB TP)TPk 
=0. (b) 

Using the fact that ay - yß =6, where a, ß, 6 are constant matrices 

of suitable dimensions, has a unique solution y if and only if a and 

ß have no common characteristic roots (Theorem 1.9, [191) we see that 

Pk ý0 in (4.15)(b)onlyif for some eigenvalue x of (A-BBTP) 

Re a=0 or Al, A2 with Re al = -Re a2 are both eigenvalues of 

(A-BBTP) 
. We summarize this discussion as: 

Proposition 4.4 

Set P= PS + Pk . The equation (4.1) 

PA + ATP - pCTC - PBBTP =0, 
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is equivalent to (4.15) 

PSA + ATPS - PCTC - PSBBTPS - PkBBTPk =0 

Pk(A-BBTP) + (A-BB TP)TPk 
=0. 

Furthermore (4.1) has a real nonsymmetric solutiononlyiffor some eigen- 

value x of (A-BB TP) 
, Re x=0 or al, a2 with Re Al = -Re a2 

are both eigenvalues of (A-BBTP) . 

We specialize now to the case where B=C=I in (4.1). We have 

the following lemmas. 

Lemma 4.5 

Suppose iw E o(A-P) for some w EIR where P is a real non- 

symmetric solution to (4.1), then 

[PW2AT A w(A-AT) 
det =0. 

L-w(A-AT p-w2-ATA 

Proof: As iw c Q(A-P) we have (A-P)z = iwz ,0ýzE Qn , or 

with z=x+ iy , 

(A-P)x = -wy (4.16) 
(A-P)y = wx 

or 

Px = Ax + wy (4.17) 
Py = -wx + Ay 

Equation (4.1) becomes 

P(A-P) = PI - ATP . 
(4.18) 
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From (4.16) - (4.18) by eliminating P we arrive at the pair of 

equations 

px - AT(Ax + wy) =w2x- wAy , 

py - AT(-wx + Ay) = wAx + w2y 
or 

p-w2 - ATA 

-w(A-AT) 

w(A-AT) x 
=0, 

p-w2-ATA y 

from which the lemma follows. 

Lemma 4.6 

Under the assumptions of the previous lemma, pý is a singular 

value of (iw-A) . 

Proof: We have (A-P)z = iwz and from (4.18) 1 

P(A-P)z = pz - ATPz = iwPz 

so that 

pz = (-iw+A) Pz 

Now, as Pz = (-iw+A)z , substituting in the last equation we have 

pz = (-iw+A) (-iw+A)z 
, 

from which pý is a singular value of (iw-A) 
. 

The following proposition is evident from these two lemmas: 
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Proposition 4.7 

If there exists a nonsymmetric solution P of (4.1) as W -" 0 

from p=r, ,w= w0 then p; o2(A) , where c(A) is a singular 

value of A 

We remark that our approach of constructing a real destabilizing 

perturbation is not unlike that of constructing a matrix E which 

destroys the invertibility of a nonsingular matrix A. It is well 

known (see section on singular values in Chapter 2) that the distance 

from singularity of A is given by its lowest singular value, 0(A) 

It is easy to construct a rank-one perturbation E such that 

det (A-E) =0, as follows. Choose x jjxjj =1, such that 

HHAxii = Q(A) . Set y= Ax ,E= yxT .E has rank one (otherwise 

the invertibility of A is contradicted) and 

IIEI IýI Iyll IIxT11 = Q(A) 
Furthermore 

IIExII = IIYxTxII = IIYII = c(A) , so that IlElH = c(A) 

Now 

(A-E)x = Ax-Ex = Ax - yxTx =0, 

so that det (A-E) =0, and IlEll = c(A) . 

We give an illustration of the above ideas by considering the general 

2x2 unstructured case (B =C= 12) . We first give a general bound on 

wo for the nxn case. We have from corollary 2.9 that 
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min Q(iw-A) = min min Iliwz-Azll 
OR wdR I HzI =1 

zETn 

Set f(w) = Iliwz-Azl 2, 
where z=x+ iy . So 

f(w) = <Ax+wy, Ax+wy> + <wx-Ay, wx-Ay> , and using the fact that 

llzll2 = 11XII2 + IIYII2 =1, (4.19) 

we have 

f(w) = IlAxII2 + w2+2w(<y, Ax>-<x, Ay>) + IlAyI12 . 

Setting df/dw =0 gives 

<y, (AT-A)x> 

Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
I 

IWI`-IIYIIII(AT-A)xII !ýIIA IIXII IIYHI 
, 

and because of (4.19) 

W0l 5 IIAT-All (4.20) 

We consider the general 2x2 matrix case (B =C=1 2) . For 

convenience we transform (4.15) by setting P= -P ,p= d2 to get: 

PSA + ATPS + PS + Pk + d2I =0, (4.21) 

Pk(A+Ps) + (A+PS)TPk =0. (4.22) 
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We set 

a P11 P12 0b 
A PS =, Pk = (4.23) 

Y P12 P22 -b 0 
IL. 

We know IwOI ` IIAT -AII by (4.20), however in this case we may find 

it explicitly. We have 

r2 = [min Q(iw-A)J2 31 
w 

aß+y6 - iw(y-ß) 
2 

W2+ß +d2 

so from (4.23) rc = mina where x is the smallest eigenvalue of 
W 

w2+a2+Y2 

aß+y6 + lw(Y-B) 

From (4.25) 
I 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

2A = 2w2+a2+ß2+y2+d2 - �{(2w2+a2+ß2+y2+d2)2 

-4(w2+a2+y2)(2 +ß2+d2) + 4(aß+y6)2 + 4w2(Y-B)2) 

Setting d(2Ä)/dw =0, o =° (2w2+a2+ß2+Y2+62)2 -4 
(w2+a2+Y2)(w2+s2+d2) + 

4(aß+ys)2 + 4w2(y-ß)2 we have 

0= w[1 - o-'(Y-ß)Z] 

So we have either w0 =0 or o= (y-ß)4 for w0- If w0 #0 then 

(a2+ß2+Y2+62)2-4(Yß-a6)2 + 4w2(Y-ß)2 = (Y-ß)4 , (4.26) 

and so using (4.26) for wo #0 we have 
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(Y-ß)2 
2ý, o = 

2+ß2+y2+6 2- (y-ß)2 + 
2 

(Yß-a6)2 ýcc 2+ß2+Y2+o2)2 

+2- 
(Y-ß)2 2 Y-ß)2 

which reduces to 

_(a+d)2 
a- Myß + (d-a)21 
ý 4(ß_Y)2 

If w0 =0 we have 

_ J{a2+ß2+y2+d2 - �C(a2+ß2+Y2+d2)2-4(ad-ßY)2D 

It is easy to see that the following conclusions may be drawn: 

If (Y-ß)4 - (a2+ß2+y2+62)2 + 4(yß-a6)2 >0, (4.27) 

then occurs at ±wo , where 

1 

Wo = 1(y-Q)4-(a2+ß2+y2 +d2 )2 + 4(yß-yß 
2(y-ß) 

and 

-(«+S)2 
= [4Yß + (S-c)27 (4.28) 

4(ß-Y)2 

If (4.27) <_ 0 then -0 occurs at w0 =0 and 

= i[a2+ß2+y2+62 - �{(a2+ß2+y2+62)2-4(aö-ßy)2}]. (4.29) 

We proceed by solving (4.21), (4.22). (4.22) becomes 

r0b a+p11 ß+1)12 a+Pii Y+p12 0b 
+ =0 

-b 0 
LP12 

6+p22 ß+p12 6+p22 -b 0 
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whose components are 

b(y + p12) + (Y+ p12)(-b) =0 

-b(ß + p12) + b(ß + p12) =0 

b(6 +p22) +b(a+p11) =0, b#0 

so that 

a+ö+pl1 +p22 =0 

(4.21) becomes 

1'1 P12 a 

P12 P22 

22 

+ 
P11 + P12 

P12(P11+P22) 

from which we have 

ßaY P11 

6a P12 

p12(pll + p22) d2-b2 

22+ 
P12 + P22 

2( p11a + p1 2Y) + PI 
22 
1+p12 + d2-b2 =0 

"l l "p22+p12(a+ö+Pll+p22) =0 

2(apl2+ap22) + p12+p22 + d2-b2 =0. 

(4.30) 

P12 

P22_ 

0 

d2-b2 
=0 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

From (4.30), (4.32) we have 6p11 + Yp22 =0, so using this in 

(4.30) we get for all d, b 

'Y(a+d) 
p11 (4.34) 

Y-ß 
ß(a+d) 

P22 = (4.35) 

Y-ß 
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Using (4.31), (4.33) and (4.34), (4.35) we have 

2iß-Y)P12 
2(ay+6ß)(a+6) iv+Riirv+Ri2 

WY) P-7 

which can be reduced to (for all d, b) 

(a+d)(d-a) 

P12 = (4.36) 
2(ß-Y) 

We have thus found Ps ; we now find Pk (i. e. b) from (4.31) 

using (4.34), (4.36). After some manipulation we arrive at: 

2 (a+d)2 22 b=2 [4ßy + (d-a) J+d (4.37) 
4(ß-Y) 

We consider now the cases that arise according as expression 

(4.27) >0, or 50. We have for eigenvalues of A+ Ps + Pk 

A+PS+Pk= 

y(a+d) (a+6)(6 -a) 
a++b+ 

$-Y 2(ß Y) (4.38) 

(a+6)(6-a) ß(a+6) 
y-b +d- 

2(ß-y) ß-Y 

Inspection shows trace (A + Ps + Pk) =0 so that its eigenvalues are 

of the form ± iw or ±a. So if we set 

2(aß+y6) 2(ß+b)(ß-y)+(a+6)(6-a) 
det(b) = det (4.39) 

L2' -b)(ß-y)+(a+d)(d-a) -2(aß+y6) 
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then det(b) >_ 0 implies the eigenvalues of A+ Ps + Pk are 

± iw , and det(b) s0 implies they are ±a. Examination of 

(4.39) shows by differentiation that the quadratic det(b) has a 

minimum at b= Y-ß 
, whose value is 

2 

-C4(aß+Ydl2 + (ß2-Y2+62-a2) 2] 
<0 

As d(det(b))/db = 4(ß-y) 2(2b+ß-y) 
we also have d(det(O))/db = 4(ß-y) 3 

and we can illustrate graphically det(b) as follows: 

ß>Y 

Figure 4 Figure 5 

ßY 

We consider the case where the expression (4.27) >0. Simple 

algebra shows then that det(0) >0 so that we have either Fig. 4 or 

Fig. 6. It is then easy to see from (4.28), (4.37) that we may continue 

the symmetric solution from , w0 in a nonsymmetric way (by inspection 

of det(b)). Furthermore two nonsymmetric solutions are possible - either 

wt - or wy0 . 

Figure 7 Figure 6 
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In the case (4.27) <_ 0 we have det(0) <_ 0 so that we have 

Fig. 5 or Fig. 7 (in fact (4.27) =0 gives det(0) =0 and (4.27) <0 

gives det(0) < 0). By the theory leading to proposition 4.1 as 

d2 T r2 then for some eigenvalue x of A+P ,a}0. We note that 

in this case rý _ -0 given by (4.29). This theory is in fact easily 

verified. We have 

22 2(p11a + p12y) + pl1 + p12 + d2 =0 (4.40) 

6P1l+YP22 + P12(a+6+P11+P22) =0, (4.41) 

22 +d=0, (4.42) 2("12+6P22) + P12 +P2 

and the eigenvalues of A+P are given by 

x2-(a+d+P11+P22)x + (a+P11)(a+P22)-(ß+P12)(Y+P12) =01 (4.43) 

so that when d2 = we have from (4.43) 

(ý+P11)(d+P22) _ (ß+P12)(Y+P12) " (4.44) 

From (4.40), (4.42), (4.44) we have (after some manipulation) 

(ply +a+ p22 +d)2 = (a+6 )2 + 2(ßy-ad)-2ý0 . (4.45) 

That (4.27) <0 implies the RHS of (4.45) is >0, and (4.27) =0 

implies the RHS of (4.45) is =0. So we may set 

P11 +P22+a+d=H<_0 . 
(4.46) 

(4.41) then becomes 

ýP11 + YP22 + 14P12 =0, (4.47) 
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and subtracting (4.40), (4.42) we have 

2p11a-25P22 + 2(y-6) P12 + (p11-p22)(H-a-6) =0. (4.48) 

Our problem is thus reduced to solving (4.46)-(4.48) for pllI p12, 

P22 . After some tedious calculation we obtain: 

(H-a-5)(H(H+6-a)-2Y(ß-Y)) 

il 
2(H + (ß-Y)2) 

-(H-a-ö)((ß-y)(H+d-a) + 2YH) 
P12= 

2(H + (ß-Y) ) 

(H-a-6)(2ß(ß-y)-H(-H+6-a)) 
P22 

2(H 2+ (ß-Y) ) 

We see further that (from (4.43), (4.46)) when (4.27) <0 one eigenvalue 

of A+P goes to the origin, whereas in the case (4.2ý) =0 both eigen- 

values do so as d2 + r2 . 

The case (4.27) <0 is not interesting from our point of view - 

however we make one final comment. The inequality holds 

, [a2+ß2+Y2+d2 - �{(a2+ß2+Y2+d2)2-4((xd-By)2}] 

-(a+a) 
2 

>2 [4ßy + (S-a)2J 
4(ß-Y) 

(4.49) 

This is true since (4.49) can be easily manipulated to give 

(a+6)4C4ßy+(6-a)212+4(ß-Y)2(a+6)2(a2+ß2+y2+62)[4ßy + (6-a)2J 

+ l6(ß-y) 4(a6-sy)2 
>0. (4.50) 
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However this last inequality (4.50) (it can be shown) is just the 

perfect square 

C(y-ß)4 - (a2+ß2+y2+62)2 + 4(yß-a6) 
232 

>0. 

Herein lies the reason why the case (4.27) <0 is of no interest. 

We see from (4.29), (4.37), (4.49) that (not surprisingly) there is no 

continuity to a nonsymmetric solution from the symmetric solution reached 
2 

when dt rC . This is in contrast to the case (4.27) >0 

We return to the case (4.27) >0. Firstly, a simple computation 

from (4.37), (4.39) shows that there is a nonsymmetric solution P from 

d=r, ,w= w0 such that iw c a(A+P) as w}0 and d- o(A) 

where 

2Q2(A) = a2+ß2+Y2+d2 - �{(a2+ß2+Y2+62)2-4(aö-ßY)2) 

This is in agreement with proposition 4.7. In this light we take a 

further look at the numerical example considered in [6], see also 

Chapter 2. 
10 1 

Here A=. 
-5 2 

In this case (4.27) gives 

(36)2-(30)2 + 4.25 >0, 

and by (4.28) 

-4 4 
rý = [-20+4] =- 

4.36 9 
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0=1 [66.6 + 1001 _ 
431 

2(-6) 3 

From (4.39) 

det(b) = 144b2 + 864b + 496 

-9±5�2 
and det(b) =0 when b= 

3 

In this case >- so we take (for the value b such that w -º 0) 

-9 + 5�2 131 - 90�2 
b=3 so that b2 =9 From (4.37) we have the value 

of d at which w--0 

- 

`4 131 - 90�2 
d �9+( 

9)= 
15-�200, 

which is ß(A) as expected. This is in fact, see Chapter 2, the real 

unstructured stability radius and we may construct by our approach a real 

destabilizing perturbation of this norm via the solution P= Ps + Pk of 

the Riccati equation. This is simply 

5(-2) -2(-2) 0 -9 + 5�2 

-6 2.6 3 

-2(-2) 1(-2) 9-5�2 

30 2.6 -6 

5/3 -8+5 v/2 
3 

10-5�2 

3 
1/3 
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This provides an alternative minimum norm real destabilizing 

perturbation to that which may be constructed using the comment made 

following proposition 4.7. 

4.2 STABILITY RADII WITH RESPECT TO THE TRACE NORM 

We make some comments here on stability radii for continuous time 

systems when the trace norm is employed on the space of matrices - in 

[6], [7] the induced Euclidean norm was used in the calculation of 

stability radii. 

In the paper [20] the trace norm is used in the calculation of the 

distance of a controllable system from the set of uncontrollable systems - 

that is the minimal norm additive perturbation which makes the system 

uncontrollable, see also [291. 

The trace norm of a matrix X with entries in d is given by: 

IIXII = {tr X*X} , (4.51) 

where * denotes conjugate - transpose. The matrix X0 is said to be 

a best approximate solution of f(X) =G if for all X either 

If(X) -GI I>I if(X0) - GI I, or (4.52) 

Ilf(X) - G11 = Ilf(X0) - Gil and IIXOII `- I1XII 
. (4.53) 

We then have the following result (see, for example, [271 Page 68, or 

1 193) 
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Lemma 4.8 

The best approximate solution of AX =C is unique and given by 

A+C where A+ denotes the generalized inverse of A. 

The following lemma characterizes the generalized inverse, A+ 

of A 

Lemma 4.9 (Theorem 6.1,1191) 

Let A be an mxn matrix. The nxm matrix X satisfying the 

four equations 

AXA =A, 

XAX =X, 

(AX) = AX 

(XA) = XA 

exists and is unique. Furthermore, A+ is a solution'to the four equations. 

We consider the case AE Rnxn with A stable, and the unstructured 

perturbation matrix P of dimension nxn (in general PE dnxn) . If 

A+P is unstable then for some w, z 

(A+P)z=iwz 

or 

z*(AT+P )= _iwz* (4.54) 

Set 

z*ATzz* -z*ATzz* 
z*AT =+ (z*AT )= az* + Z* 0, 

(4.55) 
z*z z*z 
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then 

<Z, ZO> _0 

so that z, z0 are orthogonal. We have from (4.54), (4.55) 

z*(A 
T 

+P 
*)= 

az* +C+ z*P =-iwz* 

or 
* 

z*P = -Zö -(iw+a)z* . 

If we set 

* 
p= Z(-Z*-(iw+a)z*)/Z*Z 

(4.56) 

(4.57) 

then P satisfies (4.56). We see further that (z/z*z) satisfies 

z*Xz* = z* , 

Xz*X =X 
* (z*X) = z*X 
* (Xz*) = Xz* 

so by lemma 4.9 it is the generalized inverse of z* . So by lemma 
* 4.8 and the fact that it satisfies (4.56), P of (4.57) is the minimal 

* 
norm solution of (4.54). To find this norm we calculate tr(PP ) 

* (zo + (-iw+«)4z*z(z* + (iw+a)z*) 
tr(PP )= tr 

(z*z)2 

1 
tr [(z*+(iw+a)z*)(zp+(-iw+ä)z)] 

z*z 

using the fact that tr(AB) = tr(BA) . So we have 
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tr(PP*) (z z+ (jw+a)z*z0 + (-iw+&)z z+ liw+al2Z*z)/Z*Z 

z0z0+ 
I i,,, +a, 

2 

z*z 

using the fact that z, z0 are orthogonal. We recall that 

zz*Az zz* 
z= Az -_ (I - )Az 0 

z*z z*z 

so that 

* z*AT(I - 
z*)2Az 

tr(PP )= Z* z+ liw+al2 
z*z 

z*AT(I - 
zz* )Az 

2 
_+ liw+al 

Z*z 

Summarizing the above, and noting that there is no restriction in taking 

IIZII =1, we have the following result: 

Proposition 4.10 

The minimal norm of a destabilizing complex perturbation is given by 

the square root of 

min min z*AT(I-zz*)Az + Iiw+al2 
j lzl =1 wdR 

(4.58) 

Remarks. 1) That P of (4.57) is of rank one means that the trace norm 

gives the same result as the induced Euclidean norm; 

2) If A is symmetric, A= AT , then the quantity a in 
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(4.58) is real and so we take w=0. This compares with the findings 

in 161. 

We turn now to the case where PE IRnxn . We set, in (4.56), 

z=x+ iy , z0 = x0 + iy0 , -iw-a = -iw-a-ib = -a-i(w+b) . Then for 

real P we have 

(xT-iyT)P = (-x0+iy0T )- (a+i(w+b))(xT-iyT) 

or 

-x0 x 
T 

-xLI -ax 
T- (w+b)y T ti 

P* _+ (4.59) 
'vT 

-yT -(w+b)xT+ayT y0 

We consider first the case where x, y are LI. Then equivalently, by 

the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, xTxyTy - xTyyTx #0. We have then that 

T+TT -1 xxx -xy 
II_ [x, -y] (4.60) 

TTT 
-Y L-Y xyY 

This is true since the RHS of (4.60) is well defined and satisfies the 

four equations of lemma 4.9. In fact, we have: 

xTx -xTy -1 1yTyxTy 
_ (4.61 ) 

T 
yTy xTxYTY-xTyyTx yTxxTx 

L-yx 

The fact that the RHS of (4.60) satisfies lemma 4.9 is easily verified, 

so we omit the details. If we define 
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T+ tiT 
*x P= 

-x0 
(4.62) 

T %T 
-y y0 

4. 
L 

Then, as before, using lemma 4.8 we see that P is the best approximate 

solution of (4.59). Furthermore on substitution of P in (4.59) we have 

xT [x, -y] xTx -xTy -1 
-x0 

_ 
-x-UT 

' 

TTT tiT tiT 
-y -Y xyY Yo Yo 

so that P of (4.62) is the minimal norm solution of (4.59) in the case 

where x, y are LI. We calculate the norm: 

Pill = tr(P*P`= 

T-1T 
trI [x, -y7 xTx -xTy -ý -x0 C-x0, y07 xTx -x yx 

I-YTx yTy YO _Y 
TX 

yTy -YT 

= tr( xTx -xTy -1 -xý -x0, 
Y03 xTx -xTy -1 xT Cx 

TT%, T TTT 
-Y xYY Yo -Y xyY -Y 

by the properties of trace, 

= tr( xTx _XT -1 XTX XTti y 00 Oy0 l-y 
TIIk. 

_yTX 
yTy xyy 0x0 YO YO 

Using (4.61) this last expression can easily be shown to reduce to the 

scalar 

P2-y 

Tyx0x0 
- 2xTyy0x0 +x 

Txy0y0 

(4.63) 

xTxyTy - xTyyTx 
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In the case where x, y are LD we suppose, for the sake of 

discussion, that 

x=ty, yý0. (4.64) 

Then from (4.59) we have 

xTP = -x0 - axT -(w+b)yT ,T 

-yTP = YO (w+b)xT + ay 

Multiplying the latter equation by t, adding to the former and 

using (4.64) 

(w+b)(t2+1)yT = _XT + tyT (4.65) 

From (4.64) and the definition of z0 in (4.55) we obtain 

x0 = ty0 (4.66) 

So from (4.65), (4.66) we see 

w+b=0. (4.67) 

Using (4.66), (4.67) in (4.59) we have 

TP 
= -y0 

T 
y- ay (4.68) 

From the fact that z, z0 are orthogonal we have 0= <z, z0> _ 

= <x+iy, x0+iy0> = (1+t2)<y, y0> + it<y, y0> -it<Y, y0> = (1+t2)<Y, YO> 

so that yTyO =0. 

As in the complex perturbation case we see that 

* YO-YT O-ay 
T ) 

p= (4.69) 

yy 
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is the minimal norm solution of (4.68) in the case where x, y are 

LD . As before 

IPII2 = tr(PP*) = tr[ 
(YO+ay)YTY(Y0 + ayT 

(YTY)2 

=T tr [ yTy0 + ayT + ayTyO + a2yTy J 

yy 
T 

= 
y0y0 

+ a2 . 
(4.70) 

T 
yy 

In the case where x, y are LD we have by (4.67) that necessarily 

w+b =0. When x, y are LI we have by (4.63) 

II2 = 
yTYx0x0 - 2xTYY0X0 + xTxy0y0 

P 
TTTT 

xxyy - xyyx 

and from (4.59) 

x0 = x0 + axT + (w+b)yT 

yo = yo - (w+b)xT + ayT 

From these last two equations we find that 

%T-,, = x02T 
2T 

+2ax 
0T T 

00 0x0 +a x x+(w+b) y y0 x+2(w+b)xoy+2a(w+b)y x 

tiTti T2T2TTTT 
y0y0 = y0y0+(w+b) x x+a y y+2ayoy-2(w+b)yox-2a(w+b)x y, (4.71) 

y0x0 = y0x0 + a(y0 x+y 
Tx0) 

+ (w+b)(Y0Y-x Tx0) 

+ a(w+b)(YTY-xTx) - (w+b) 2xTy+a2yTx. 
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From (4.71), (4.63) becomes 

(IIxII2IIYII2-(XTY)2)IIPII2 = A+2aB+2(w+b)C+2a2D+(w+b)2E , (4.72) 

where the values of A, B, C, D, E are given by the following: 

A=I IYI 121 I xol 12-2xTYxT 0+ 11 xl 121 IYOI 12 
B= IIYII2x0x-xTYY0x-xTYYTx0 + IIx1I2YOY (4.73) 

= IIYII2xOY-xTYYOY + xTYxpx-IIx112Y0x 

D=I IYI 121 I xl 12- (X y)2 

E= IIYII + 2(x y) + Ilxll4 4T2 

To minimize wrt w we set a(. )/aw =0 in (4.72) giving 

2C + 2(w+b)E =0, 

or I 

w+b = -C/E 9 (4.74) 

which is a minimum as E>0. 

Setting (4.74) in (4.72) we have 

2 
IPl 2= (A + 2aB + 2a2D - )/D 

. (4.75) 
E 

We may summarize the above discussion on minimum norm real 

destabilizing perturbations in the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.11 

In equation (4.56) 

* 
Z*P = -Z* -(iw+a)z* 
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we set 

z=x+iy , z0=x0+iy0, a=a+ib . 

Then the minimal norm of a real destabilizing perturbation is given 

by the square root of 

inf f(z) , where: 
z#0 

If x, y are LI 

f(z) = (A + 2a6 + 2a2D - C2/E)/D 

and A, B, C, D, E are given by (4.73); 

If x=ty, y#0 

f(z) = 
y_y0 

+ a2 
T 

Yy 

Remarks. 1) The case y= tx ,xý0, is handled analogously; 

2) As in 1201 there may be possible discontinuities in 

f(z) defined above as the linearly independent pair 

x, y tend to linear dependence. 

We turn now to the case where the perturbation matrix is of a certain 

structure governed by fixed matrices B, C, as in [7]. 

As before the stable matrix AER nXn 
,BE Rnxm ,C ElRpxn , and 

now D is of dimension mxp with, in general, entries in Qmxp , We 

will use the following result (see [21] Page 68, or [19]). 
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Lemma 4.12 

The best approximate solution of AXB =C, in the sense of 

(4.52), (4.53), is unique and given by A+ CB+ where A+, B+ are the 

generalized inverses of A, B respectively. 

If A+ BDC is unstable we have, as before, 

(A + BDC)z = iwz 

or 
* 

z*(AT +CTDBT)= -iwz* (4.76) 

We make the same transformation as in (4.55) for the unstructured case, 

then we have (as in (4.56)) 

- 1w+Ot Z z*CTD BT = (4.77) 

We make now an assumption concerning the matrices BE Rnxm ,CE , Rp-ýn 

we assume that both have rank not less than n. If we now set 

D* = Cz(z*CTCZ)-1(-z*-(iw+a)z*)(BBT)-IB , (4.78) 

* 
then it is easy to see that D satisfies (4.77). Furthermore using 

lemma 4.9 we see that Cz(z*CTCz)-1 
, 

(BBT)-1B are the generalized 

inverses of z*CT , BT respectively - so by lemma 4.12 we find that D* 

of (4.78) is the minimal norm solution of (4.76). We calculate 

* trace(DD ) 

tr (DD 

tr[BT(BBT)- (z0+(-iw+a)z)(z*CTCz)-1(Z**+(iw+a)z*)(BBT)-lB] 
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_ (z*CTCz)-1 trC(z0+(-iw+a)z)(z*+(iw+a)z*)(BBT)-1I 

using the properties of trace. So we obtain as a generalization of 

proposition 4.10: 

Proposition 4.13 

The minimal norm of a destabilizing complex perturbation is given 

by square root of 

min min (z*CTCz)-1tr[(z+(-iw+a)z)(z*+(iw+a)z*)(BBT)-1J . (4.79) 0 
z#O WER 

In the case where DE IRmxp , we set, in (4.77), z= x+iy 

z0 = x0+iy0 5a= a+ib to give 

xT CTD BT = -xý + -ax -(w+b)yT -z0 (4.80) 

IT -j 
-yT YO -(w+b)xT+ayT y0 

As before (as rank C >_ n) when x, y are LI we have 

xT CT += [Cx, -Cy] xTCTCx -xTCTCy 
1, (4.81) 

-YT CT -yTCTCx yTCTCY 

with 

xTCTCx -xTCTCy 1 
=x 

-yTCTCx yTCTCy xTCTCxyTCTCy-xTCTCyyTCTCx 

yTCTCy xTCTCy 
(4.82) 

yTCTCx xTCTCx 
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We define 

TT+ tiT 
D=xC 

_X0 
(BBT)_1B 

, 
(4.83) 

_yTCT 
yT 

0 

which satisfies (4.80) and so by lemma 4.12 D* of (4.83) is the minimal 

norm solution of (4.80) in case x, y LI . We calculate IIDII2 
. 

JIDII 2= tr(D*D) _ 

xTCTCx 
tr( [Cx, -Cy] 

-yTCTCx 

-xrCTcy -1 -IT 
(BBT)-1 

YTCTCY YO 

BBT(BBT)-l[-x0, Y0] xTCTCx -xTCTCy 
-i 

xTCT ) 

-yTCTCx yTCTCy 
tyTCT 

= tr( -xý (BBT)-1 C-x0, y07 xTCTCx 

yT TCTCx 
-y 0 

By (4.82), 

ßo112 =1 x CTCxy CTCy-x CTCyy C Cx 

-1 

-xTCTCy ), 

yTCTCY 

tiT 

try 
-x0 

(BBT)-1C-x CTCY+Y YTCTCx, -x% OXT CTCy+y TCTCx) 

yT 
0y 0 0x 

0 

so that 
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1 lnII 2 
= 

1 
x 

xTCTCxyTCTCy-xTCTCyyTCTCx 

% xy 
TCTC 

yxT 0 
ti y0y 

TCTCxx 
0T - 0 

tr ((BBT)-1 ) (4.84) 

-x0xTCTCyy0+y0xTCTCx3O 

When x, y are LD , we suppose 

x= ty, yý0 

We have, as before, w+b =0 so that (4.80) reduces to 

yTCTD BT = -y0 - ay 
T 

So we see that 

(4.85) 

D* = Cy(yTCTCy)-l(-yo-ayT)(BBT)-lB (4.86) 

is the minimal norm solution to (4.85) when x, y are LD . In this 

case 

IDII2 = tr(DD*) 

= tr[BT(BBT)-'(yO+ay)(YTCTCY)-1(YT+ayT)(BBT)-lB7 

_ (YTCTCY)-1 tr[(Y0+ay)(YT+ayT)(BBT)-1] (4.87) 

So we have: 

Proposition 4.14 

The minimal norm of a real destabilizing perturbation is given 

by the square root of 
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inf f(z, w) , with: 
w, Z 0 

If x, y are LI 

f(7 ,., ) = x 

xTCTCxyTCTCy-xTCTCyyTCTCx 

tr ((BBT)-1 

L TCTCyx0-y0yTCTC0 

TCTCyy0+y 
xTCTCxy0 Ox 000 

If x=ty, y#0 

f(z, W) = (yTcTcy)-1 tr[(yp+ay)(yT+ayT)(BBT)-I ] 

4.3 GENERATION OF LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 

In this section we make some comments on the existence of Lyapunov 

functions - firstly for the asymptotic stability of perturbed systems, and 

secondly for the boundedness of solutions to persistently excited systems. 

We assume the nominal system to be asymptotically stable. 

In the case of a system with structured perturbations as in Chapter 2, 

(A + BDC)x , x(0) = x0 , (4.88) 

a Lyapunov function giving asymptotic stability for the set 

{A + BDC :I IDH2 < p} , 

can only exist when p <_ r, (A; B, C) . We show that just such a function 

exists. We consider 

V(x) = -<x, Px> , (4.89) 
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where P <_ 0 is the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation 

PA + ATP -PC 
TC 

- PBBTP =0, (4.90) 

given by theorem 2.21. We then have that for the solution of (4.88) 

V(x) _ -<x, Px> - <x, Px> 

= -<(A+BDC)x, Px> - <x, P(A+BDC)x> 

_ -<BDCx, Px> - <x, PBDCx> 

-<x, (PA+ATP)x> . 

Using (4.90) we then have 

V(x) _ -<BDCx, Px> -<x, PBDCx> 

-1pHICxij2 + JIBTPxII2] 

_ -JIB 
TPx+DCXIJ 2- 

EPIICxII2-IIDCXII21 . (4.91) 

So we see that when JID(12 <p we have the inequalities 

pllCxli 
2- IIDCx112 '- (p-IIDII2)IICxII2 '- EIICxII2 , (4.92) 

for some c>0. From (4.91), (4.92) 

2 CX II 

and integrating this from 0 to t, using (4.89) 

-<x(t), Px(t> + <x09Px0> s -E Jt IICx+12. dt , 0 
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which, using the fact that P <- 0, shows that for all t? 0 

t 
Ef llcxl12. dt <_ -<X0, FX0> , 0 

and consequently 

(CX)(') E L2 

Now the solution of (4.88) 

x(t) = e(A+BDC)tX0 2 

satisfies 

x(t) = eAtx0 + 
ft 

eA(t-s)BDCx(s). ds 
0 

(4.93) 

so that from (4.93) we have that x(") E L2 so that (A'+ BDC) is 

asymptotically stable whenever IIDII 2<p. Summarizing this, we have 

shown in an alternative way to that in [7]: 

Proposition 4.15 

The function v(x) = -<x, Px> where P satisfies the algebraic 

Riccati equation (4.90) is a "best" Lyapunov function for the system 

(A+BDC)x, x(0) = x0 , when we set p=r, (A; B, C) in (4.90). 

In fact this function is further used in the treatment of time- 

varying and nonlinear perturbations to the basic asymptotically stable 

linear system - for details we refer the reader to [7]. 
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We conclude this section with some remarks on Lyapunov functions 

guaranteeing the boundedness of solutions to persistently disturbed 

equations. 

We consider initially the system on IRn 

x= f(x) + ug(x) , (4.94) 

where u(t) is a scalar with Iu(t)I : 5K for all tz0. We suppose 

there exists some function V(x) with continuous first derivatives and 

V(x)>0, x#0, 

v(O) =o 

Computing V along solutions of (4.94) we have 

V= <V q x), x> I 

= <VV(x), f(x)> + <VV(x), ug(x)> , 

(4.95) 

where v denotes the gradient vector of partial derivatives. For the 

worst case disturbance we have 

V5 <VV(x), f(x)> + kl<VV(x), g(x)>I (4.96) 

The following results, not dissimilar in spirit to some in [35], are 

evident (see figure 8). 

Proposition 4.16 

Assume there exists r>0 such that for all jjxij >r 
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<VV(x), f(x)> + kl<VV(x), g(x)>l <_ 0 

and Br(0) c {x: V(x) s 2} c2 for some Q>0, c closed and bounded. 

(Here Br(O) denotes the closed ball of radius r about the origin). 

Then if V(xO) <Q the solution of (4.94) with x(t0) = x0 is 

bounded. 

Proposition 4.17 

Assume for k sufficiently small that for the set S defined as 

S= {x: <vV(x), f(x)> + kl<VV(x), 9(x)>1 > 0) 

we have Sc {x: V(x) <0c for some i>0, c closed and bounded, 

then the conclusions of proposition 4.16 also hold in this case. 

0' 
(V(=): 

Figure 8 

Specializing to the linear case we may consider 

x=Ax+Bu , 

where IIu(t)tI :1, say, for all t >_ 0. We set 

V(X) = <X, PX> 

where P satisfies 

PA+ATP+Q=0 

(4.97) 

(4.98) 

(4.99) 
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and Q is such that V(x) in (4.98) is of the form (4.95) but 

otherwise free. 

We have then along solutions of (4.97) 

V= <x, Px> + <x, Px> 

= <Ax+Bu, Px> + <x, P(Ax+Bu)> 

= <x, (PA+ATP)x> + 2<u, BTPx> 

= -<x, Qx> + 2<u, BTPx> 

using equation (4.99). Now 

<u, BTPx> `- I<u, BTPx>I 5 IIuiI IIBTPxII 

`- 116TPxII 
a 

as Ilu(t)lI <_ 1. So we have 

ý< -<x, Qx> + 211B T PxlI . 
(4.100) 

Taking into account (4.100), to obtain our (smallest) region of 

boundedness for (4.97), we may formulate the problem of maximizing 

<x, Px> subject to the constraint <x, Qx> = 2IIBTPxI( Setting up the 

Lagrangian 

L= <x, Px> + aC<x, Qx> - 211BTPXIIJ (4.101) 

and using the fact that JIBTPxII = �<BTPx, BTPx> we obtain the first 

order conditions 
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<x, Qx> = 211BTPxI I, (4.102) 

Px + xQx - APBBTPx/IjBTPX11 =0, (4.103) 

defining the region of boundedness from which solutions can not escape. 

For example, we may set Q=I+ PBBTP in (4.99) to obtain 
PX11 

PA + ATP +I+ 
PBB TP=0, 

(4.104) 

IIBTPxII 

and then 

to give 

P= P/IIBTPxII ' (4.105) 

I 
PA + ATP ++ PBBTP =0, (4.106) 

JIBTPxII 

which is a Riccati equation of the form (4.90) with a change of sign in 
TP the solution. So we require that JIBxýý-1 < r, (A; B, I) . We have at 

the optimum (x = xl) 

so that 

Since 

<x11Px1 >= -xIIBTPx1IJ , 

BTPx1 = -xBTxi 9 

<x1 $ Px1 >= a2 IBTx1 1 

II BTPxi II = II x1 II 
2=- ý` II BTxj II 

IIx1II4 
<xl , Pxj >= 

IIBTX 1II 
We thus have as our region of boundedness x such that 

4 

<x, Px> <_ 
IIxT I 

JJB x1II 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The foregoing work has largely been motivated by the vast quantity 

of research that has been undertaken on characterizing robustness using 

frequency domain techniques. With respect to this approach when the HW- 

norm is used as a natural measure of the robustness of a system in with- 

standing disturbances (being the induced norm between appropriate H2-spaces 

of functions) a well developed theory exists for the optimization of this 

norm involving the determination of a sequence of dynamic feedback 

operators that is optimal in the limit. The outline we have given is 

perhaps the most famous of the current approaches. We remark that the 

basic problem considered has many possible extensions and the solution 

of these is and will be the subject of much study. 

The analysis that we have undertaken is in some sense intended to 

complement the above approach because for many physical systems it is 

natural to have state space models as descriptions. The introduction of 

real and complex stability radii (for a class of structured perturbations) 

to linear state space systems in [6], 171 is thus a large step in the 

direction of measuring how robust is the stability of a linear system. 

Of course the class of perturbations considered here is by no means 

general but it should be possible to make extensions of the theory to 

cover more general types of perturbation to the nominally stable system. 

From our point of view the connection between the complex structured 

stability radius and a nonstandard Riccati equation is most interesting. 

By modifying this to give an even more nonstandard (general) Riccati 

equation we have shown how a control action consisting of a static 
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state feedback (acting through a certain channel) may be used to enhance 

the complex structured stability radius. Our analysis is thus different 

from the Hco-approach where the methods naturally establish dynamic feed- 

backs which are optimal above all others. The main points to note 

regarding this feedback are firstly that it is of a high-gain nature 

in the sense that certain components become large as a weighting parameter 

goes to zero. Secondly we note that the methods are largely based on 

linear-quadratic theory, utilizing the solution to a Riccati equation 

which is, admittedly, of a nonstandard nature. 

Perhaps the main drawback of our approach is the solvability of the 

Riccati equation for a suitable solution. In Chapter 3 we showed how, 

in a simple case, we could proceed analytically - but it seems likely 

that computer methods should be resorted to in solving the equation in 

general. With the advent of more powerful computing systems in one 

direction and the increased use of personal computers in another, this 

drawback does not seem so great. Furthermore, the wide availability of 

specialized subroutines reduce difficulties even further - in this respect 

we mention the existence of SLICE (Subroutine Library In Control 

Engineering) due to the Control Systems Research Group, Kingston 

Polytechnic, London which contains just such a routine RILAC for 

solving these equations. 

In our work we have shown how an improved complex stability radius 

may be effected. This raises the interesting question of how the real 

stability radius may be improved or even optimized, though we note in 
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this respect that since 

rIR (A; B, C) >_ r, (A; B, C) 

then the feedback improving the complex stability radius will in no 

way lead to a deterioration of the real stability radius. It does, 

however, seem likely that a different tact may be needed when trying 

to improve the real stability radius directly. 

In the light of the numerical examples considered, it seems 

reasonable to conjecture that the methods of feedback design for state 

space systems given in Chapter 3 are of an optimal nature with regard 

to robustness (complex stability radius) improvement. We showed in 

Chapter 1 how to calculate the optimal sensitivity achievable by dynamic 

feedbacks realizing internal stability. The particular numerical example 

considered there and in Chapter 3 leads us to conjecture that for a 

state space system the value of the optimal complex structured stability 

radius may be calculated via H"O-means. 
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